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PART I. THE EFFECT OF FACTORS INFLUENCING PROTEIN 
METABOLISM ON TISSUE GLUTAMINE LEVEL 
INTRODUCTION 
I:n reaent yea.rs considerable interest has been :manifest in the role 
or amides in ni t,roogen m,etabolism of animals o This has in part been :mo= 
tiva.t,ad by the dis~ove:ry that amides appear to be involved in the m'3tabolism. 
iof' proteins in rapidly greying plal'.ld,,s and gemina ting S'8eds 9 in part by 
the re~ognized ~nnction of glut.a.mine as a growth=stimulating substan@e 
for ID&iti.y raieroorga.n.im.ns and in part by the demonatratio!ll that glu:tamin~ 
l~ a r,!:squb."ed mi:ut,:rdent for the growt...1'ls in ~ 9 of @erta.in types of 
animal ~ellso Free glu.tamine has been found in appreciable quantities 
in'ewery animal tissue investigatedc This univ~rsal di~tribution 9 
cir:z.upled with the knowledge that considerable energy is released with the 
l".)lptu.r.-e o.t th~ am.id~ bondw has led to the speculation that glutam:ine murrt 
ser~·e important fun©tions in the :metabolism. of the organismo 
Some of the spel'C;if:fo functional roles that have been suggested fo.r 
glutamine a.re.:; a s.to:r·age depot for free ammonia whicll is toxic to most 
organisms~ even in relatively low concentrationsi (a means or detoxifyi11g 
ammonia~) an intermediate in the formation of amino a~dds and other 
nitrogen containing ©ompotm.ds 9 a ©o~nzy.me for some reactions 9 supplying 
~~ergy for the synthesis of proteins 9 ioeo 9 the formation of the peptide 
boDd; a:s a. sou.r1:;ie of urinary ammonia to rc:onserve fixed base, in the syn~, 
t,basi.s of' urea" 
Tb® purpose or this inversti.gation was to further E:1lucida~c,e t.he 
ftm.~tions of amides in animal protein metaboliamo I:n particular~ it was 
propo5f.ld g to furt,her improve 1.:u:.1.alyti~al procedures for the detem.ina tion 
of glu.ta.m:ine ~ to determine the effect; of hol"'.l!lones ~ know. to bi~ invol veid 
1 
in controlling protein metabclis111 9 upori\ the glutaI11iID,e 1::,ontfJnt of ©ertain 
animal tissues 9 i ae o 9 tlr11°oidc~aet,.i ve substan,~es 9 ©ortisone 9 a:r,d anterior 
pituitary g:rowt.h homone; to s-tudy the nature of the effect of' cortisone 
upon protein metabolism and its possible relationship to gluta.mineo Jtny 
light trat could b~ shed upon these functions would be of iromeasu.rable 
value in understanding t.1'1e very ©om.pleJx pi©ture of protein synthesis and 
deg:t•ada. tiOll'.ilo 
RE.VIEW OF THE ~ITE&\ 'Jt'URE 
'f J, 0 
The met;hods a:va.ilable for glutamine assay ©an be ©lassed tmde:ir' 
4 general type!Sl2 (a) :measurement of ammonia liberated from the amid®J 
position by either enzymiie,, a©id 9 or base hydrolysis~ (b) measurement 
of CO2 liberated by the spe11;;ifi© ba©terial glutam:le acid de©a.rboxylas<ei 9 
( ©) de©rease in a©tbri ty with ni tr~us acid or ninhydrin follO"wing ring 
u:till:dng diff e:ren©es in growth of the organismo The advantages and 
4 
between gluta:mi~ aeid and glutamiJ:1e., 
Ma1rr!~shev and Mamaeva {t5) have described a method whereby glutanilile 9 
glutami© ac:id 9 asparagine 9 and asparti© a©id ©an be determined quanti= 
tativelyo They separated the acids from their amides by adsorption of 
the .former on A12 0s whieh had been treated with :HClo The glntami© a©)id 
and glutamine were determined by m.easm·ill:1g the CO2 liberated upon addition 
of the spec:if'ic oo,rrterial gll11ta:miit;; aeid de©)arbo:xylase extra©ted :f'1°om 
Clos~~ridium welch;i,J. 9 strain SB.=12 01r BW< 'fue organism was grow.n on 
2"/, solid agar med:ta and the enzyme ext,ra((;;ted 'vr.i th a.eertone from a wa,ter 
s·,tA.spqsn:s:lon of' the ®ells o 
Asfa"llp and Munkvad (?) have a.lso ut,11:lzed extracts from Clo welehii, 
$Jt,r·ain SR=l2 .for t.b.e detennina tion of glutamine a.nd glutami11;; ac;id in 
plas:rnao 
Westall ( 8) reported the isola t.ion of pure glutamine :from. selec0ted 
fraetions of beet,root extra~t by use of synthetic ion=exichange resins., 
! number of paper partition ehro:rnatographi((;; pro<Cedures have been 
suggested for the estimation of glutamineo These pro((;;edures give good 
qu.alitative results but have not lent themselves satisf'a©torily to 
routine quanti t;at;i ve analyses o The method of Bloelr ( 9) has been used 
Ilo Glu.tamine :met.abolismo 
Ac Syrrthesis 
Cons:ll,der.oable work has been done relative to ·the biologh;al syn= 
th~sis o.i' glutia:ru.:ine o In. a re©ent; paper Ell.ioVG (10) gave ~Cfl.llll tion 
He s ta t,ed that the :m.JD:Uber of en:3j1111es involved is 
suggested th.at "1~glutamyl pho13pha te might be an inte:rmedia te wh:i.ch. 
~ould reacdr, with runmon::La ·to :torm ghitamine liberating irwrgani© phos= 
s:peci.ifie; t<n>Jard L=glurtamate and ATP,i while NH2 0H or hydrazine will 
repla©e NH3 o 'l".hese findings are in agreement with ea:!dier reported 
work of Bujard and Luetbardt (11 ),i Elliott (12) j) and Spe©k (13 s 14) o 
I11 disagreement with these in"1esJ~igations 9 Mardashev and Le[rtrowya 
(Hi) rep«'Jrt that rat=li.ver tissue i.n oxygen or nitrogen a:ra:no®Sph\6lre at 
'.30=7'0 and pH 8 or 6 produ,:;ed no gluta.:mine from glutami@ al(;1id and 
effect on the rea©tiono They suggested a ©ondensation of the amino 
a~id and the amide w1 th intramole@ular hydrogen transf,®r 9 rearrange= 
(16) reported an enzyme in sheep brain which s;ynthertized glutamine 
:from glu:ta:ma te and NH4 Cl o It required ATP and was strongly irihibi ted 
by ADPo This enzyme also @atalyzed a rea~tion between ©tcmethy,1 
glutam:l@ acid and :tm4{Uo They assumed the produ((;lt formed to be 
~'"mirtllyl gluta:mi:neo Lusrelhinsky (17) described a glutaminas:e enzyme 
present. in human pla@enta o The ei::tzymi© a@ti vi ·lzy- was grea tee:t in 
The possible :t'ole of' glutamine in u:K"ea fomation has been the 
subje©t of a mJID1ber of recent, imrestigatio:nso Kamin and Handler (18) 
determined ·the maximum I'a tes of' urea produi(';)tion from a number of amino 
acids in dog 'by a contin:u.ous infu,sion te1C:hnique o They also deter.mined · 
other investigatorso As the rate of m•,ea :formation when glutamine or 
a casein hydrolyzate was added w.s in\Grea:sed above that cencountered 
additional me~hanb:m :for the f'o:rma tion of urea wh.i@h does not invol we 
arginaseo They postulat~ that, glutami!lle or som®i derivative of it my 
To 10,pposi tion to this 
theo:t'Y 9 Hirs and Ri tttJ11berg (19 } 9 as a result of studi.es using amide 
li ,~ 
· rr:.:i=labeled glutamine 9 ©onelu.de that no is:peeifi.© mm\3t,ion ©ould 1oe 
a©id and glu:truni© a«:dd do penetrBrte the li.ver ©ell o 
Co Role of' Glutami.ne in Glu©ose Metabolism" 
Lerner and Mueller (20) shcrw mat g;lufG,amine appears to play an 
important role in gly~olysis by Clost:dd.i.um ·tetani o This is show 
iron lose the 
ability 't,o ferment gluco~eo This ability is :resrtored by additioll\l, of 
gl,mtamine as showri by CO2 6VolutJton" 'I'h<eiy believe this stimulatory 
effec;t to be due to glutamine 9 ~i ther f'r6e or in pep·t,idei linkage o 
M~Illwain (21 922) showed that glu(()lose ms required for gluta:mill'.!le 
meitabolism in hemolyti© :strepto©O©©i and th~rt glutamine markedly 
stimulated gly©olys:is as det,e:rrnined by CO2 evolu.t:lLono 'The glutamine 
was quantitatively deio:ompl('j)sed to glutami© acid and NH3 o He ~uggests 
that this participation may take the form of all'.!\ NH3 transferan©eo 
M@lllwa.in et ala (23) later studies of this re©ipro©al relation= 
ship demonstrated that NH3 was fo:rm.ed f:ro:m gltrtamine during gly@olysis 
but not from any of a number of cfther related ©o:mpound:s whi<e;h wer·~ 
usedo 1'=glut.amyl hydrazine inhibits this reaCJtion and the growth of 
t;he organ:bim in a parall<Bl :mann®ro Also 9 many su.bstan©es which 
inhibited gly©olysis inh:lbited NH3 liberat,ion f'rom glutamineo 
Dawson and Williams (24) demonstrat~d a marked de©rease in rat 
liver '.Q:Ontent of btrth gluta.mine and glutami© 
asso©ia:ted with the hypogly©emi© sta:te 'w'hi©h follo'W'ed insulin adminis= 
tration 9 as this de©rea&%11 CJould largely be preve:rr't®d by inje((]tion of' 
glu©oseo This de©rease appeared not to be related to the release of 
adremlino In simi,lt!r studies on rat brain 9 Dawsoll'.!l (25) observed a 
de@rease 1n glutami(!'.:; a©id @ontl§nt of this ti5lsue r{esul ting f'ro1rn. 
levelo 
Do Glutamine and the Formation of Urinary Anmi.oniao 
For some time glutamine has been-postulated as one SOU!"©® of 
the NH3 ex~reted by the kidneys to ©onserve fixed baseo Van Slyke 
et alo (26) in experiments with dogs 9 demonstrated that the amide N 
of' glutamine was removed from blood plasma much more rapidly than it 
appeared in urine o The ex©sss was enoligh to provide tbie ammonia 
removed from the kidney via the reml vei:n and 60% or more of' the 
!lli3 ex©:reted in the u:dneo Administration of' glutamine to dogs in 
panied by a de©rease in the rate of remov.9.l of glutamine from the 
renal bloodo Davis and Iudkin (27) obser1red that acidosis produ~ed 
an increase in kidney glutaminase a©tivity whereas alkalosis resulted 
in a deereaseo Bats in acidosis ex©reted more NH8 than rats in an 
alkalosis groupo Diaz et alo (28) ©laimed that the enzymic functions 
t, 
of the kidney may be impaired without any dertectable kidney lesions 9 
as a result of the absence of extra.renal homoneso In mtsl) hypo= 
aert,ivity with resulting inability to fo:rm NH3 to ©onsiene fixed base., 
E., Glutami:r.i.e and Uric Acid Fo:rma tiono 
mine lervel of noma,l pe1"sons is of the o:rd®r or 10 xngo:'}!9 t.hat of' 
gouty patients is lo4 mgo%o Th~ hypOXl?l,nthin@ level9 OD the other 
hand 9 is increased from Oo4 to l0o5 mgofoo They asen.:ime that the uriie 
acid cycle is similar to the urea ©y©le ex©ept that glutamine instead 
of ornithine is the starting pointo They point out that the fonnulas 
for the two compounds are similar~ differing only in an O being re= 
placed by 2 H atoms on C5 o They state that both glutamine and hypo= 
xanthine are uric acid formers in birds 9 and assume that similar 
path"Ways are used for uri~ acid formation in :mano 
Fo Glut.amine in Protein Synthesiso 
Tigerman and Mac Vicar ( 3 O) demonstl'a teed an eleva i;ion in tism1e 
glu.tamine levels in ra:ts when plal!]ed on rations l('Jausing a negative 
nitrogen balanl('Je 9 or during inani tioni, both of -whi0h ~:n.ba:nce body 
tissue protein l('Jatabolismo These observations su~gest that glutamine 
may have a. fu.netion in the ieatabolism of amino al('Jidso 
Grossowiiez ~alo (31) observed the presen@e of enzymes in ©ell= 
free extrac~s and resting ©ells of Proteus vu.l_g_aris whi@h ©atalyze 
the exchange of hydroxylamine with the amide group of glutamine and 
asparagineo They suggest that these enzymes have the ability to 
utilize the amide bond energy for syn~heti© processes!) eogo peptide 
linkageo P.b.osph.at,e 9 :magnesium 11 eyanide 9 iodoa@etate 9 fluoride 9 or 
ATP did not alter the rate or extent of enzym.e ex@hangeo Cell=fr~e 
extraets of the organism were able to l'.:latalyze the fo:l:!Jl.ation of 
glu.tamohydrox.a:m.i<C aC;id frmn rrydro:xylamine and glutami@ a@id but 
ATP and magnesium 'lt1ere es,\'l\enti.al :for the Jl"(eJa©tioxllo Borek and @oworkers 
(32) showed that the :minhl'.lum gro'Wth inl.dbitiDg ef'fe@t o.f hyd_t'ozylamil!le 
gl~tam.ine 9 and asparagine {not so pronotm@ed in ·the @aSe of Lo @asei 
with asparagine ) o They con cl u.ded that hyd.roxylamine .in l@w @on@entlr"a tions 
may interfere w~th the 11tilization of ~;u.tamine 9 NH39 and aspa.ra.gine .. 
It may block other pa:t..1:iways 9 as wellp in higher concentrations., 
---- -·" 
Elliott (33) isolated a glutamine syn:thetase and glutamo=transferase 
from green peaso The transferase catalyzes the transfer of isotopic 
ammonia or hydro:gylamine with gluta.mine according to the following 
equationi 
RCONH2 (glu.tamine ) + NH2 0H "" RCONHOH _ 11'. NHs 
A study of activities and inhibitors failed to conclusively demon= 
stra te the existence of two enzymes and the authors hesitated to 
ascribe the activities to two different enzyme systems., ATP is 
required for both reactionso Stum.pf et alo (34) described a gluta.myl 
transferase enzyme derived from pumpkin seedlings 9 which likewise 
catalyzed the reaction between glutamine and hydroxyla.mi~e to produce 
gluta.my1hydro:xa.m.ic acid and NH3 o This system required Mn++ 9 a.rsena. te 
or phospha.te 9 and ATPo 
Baek and coworkers (35) stat~ that DL=N=<?'=glutamyl) ethyla.mine 
completely inhibited the multiplication of Trichomonas vaginalis 
when present in amounts Of 135 mgo per 6 CC$ 100 mgo inhibited growth 
to a certain extento Addition of as little as 30 mgo of glutamine 
re·versed thi.s effect but 60 :rngo L=gluta.:mate had no effeeto This 
ethylamine derivative appeared to a.et as a competitive an:ta.gonist 
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of glutamine and not gluta.mic acid and glutamine seemed to be essential 
for the growth of ,Io va.ginaliso Heathcote and Pace (36) sho'Wed that 
t.he crystalline toxic factor produced when zein. is treated vi th NC13 
has the structU1~02 CH8S(20)(2NR) CH2 CH2 0H(NH2 )C00Ho This compound is 
seen to have some resemblance to glutamine in chemi~al structureo 
This com.pound inhibits the growth of Lauconostoc meseni:teroideso 
11 
A lower homolog 9 CH8S(20)(2NH)CB:2CH(NH2 )COOH~ s.wnthes,ized from 
L~eysteine 9 is ineffective as a growth inhibitor at comparable eon= 
centrations~ showing that the toxic effect is not specifically depen= 
dent upon the grouping around the So Glutamine reverses the toxi~ 
effect of this compound on Lo mesenteroideso 
Mueller and Miller (37) observed that glutamine was able to 
replaee 9 in part 9 certain glutamine=containing peptides oecmrring in 
tryptic digests of casein and whi©h appeared to be required for the 
production of tetanus toxine The addition of asparagine gave results 
of doubtful signifi~ameeo 
Binkley and Olson (38) stated that glutamine was required for the 
hydrolysis of glutathione by enzymes present in kidney tissue~o They 
noted that glutamine was not hydrolyzed by the reaction and concluded 
that it must aet as a eoenzymeo Penicillin and bromosulfalein inhibited 
the hydrolysis of glutathione ~ompletelyo Archibald (4) has show that 
bromosulf'a.lein is a potent inhibitor for glutamimseo This suggests 
that a common enzyme might be involved in both rea©tionso These authors 
suggest the following as possible steps in the hydrolysis of gluta= 
th.:i.one to cysteinylglyeine:i 
(a) Glu.tarnine + enzyme "" enzym.e;,,amide + glutamiie acid 
(b) Enzyme=am.ide + gluta thione "" glu.tamine + ©ysteinylglyeine + 
Ma.:r·dashev and Semina (39) in«:iuba,ted rat liver slices and glyoxali@ 
acid with asparagine~ aspar~i© a1:Jid 9 mI4 Cl 9 glu.tamine a.nd glutami@ acid 
and demonstrated the ~yntheais of gly©ineo Glutamine was most effect= 
1-w.followed by asparagin.e 9 glutamic aeid$ and aspartic acido They 
postulated transamination as a possible eourse and suggested the 
participation of 2 enzymei-, c:ausing condEmsatio:n of amide1 group with 
t,he carbonyl group of' the glyoxalic acid followed by r,eduction and hydro= 
lysis into glycine and amino dicarboxylic acido Meister and Tice (40) 
observed tb.1;1.t deamination of glutamine by rat liveir extrarclts and purified 
preparations of rat liver was accelerated by a :ronm1be:r of «:=keto acid:sa 
Acids possessing fd=~ 'f~·') or o=keto groups were inef'fe~tive along with 
oxalaceta te ~ c;t=ketoisovalera te ~ ,;Hre.to;S·"'!llethyl valera te 9 and pyruvamide o 
They explained their results on the basis of a two=st~p reaction invol= 
vlng an l(=keto areid=ieatalyzed deamidation of glutamine giving ammonia and 
glutamic acids tollo'Wed a transamina tion l"'rft!action between the ~keto 
acid and glutamate a With glutamine labeled in the amide position with 
Nl5 
.l 9 all the isotopic nitrogen was recovered a~ a"!l!monia after incubation 
with pyruvate or phenyl pJrruva.te 9 demo:rr:u.itrating un,eiquivo«:ially that the 
ammonia formed arises from the amide.group of glutrunin~o 
Of particular int,erest at this laboratory are e,xperiments concerned 
with the interrelationships of glutamine to protein metabolismo Th~ 
work of Tigennan and Ma~Vicar (30) has suggested that fa©tors which ©auae 
a rise in the ammonia production within an animal (rats) produce a 
concomitant inGrease in glutamine level of body tissueo They also 
demonstrated (41) that the oral administrat.ion of glutamine and a:mmonium 
c:arbo:i:1ate causr1:;d an inc:rease in tissue glutamine content~ 'W:hile glut= 
bonate and glutamic: ac:i.d prod:u<C;;ed sigu:lffoant inic;reases in tissue 
gl.utamine level~ o They concurred with the hypothesi~ that glurta:min.e 
the purpose of furt;her elu©idating the role a:mides: in 
metabolism.. Tigerlo.a.n (3) repor"t,ed a substantial inll:;:rea.se in tissue 
glutamine level in rat~ vhi©h w,ere rendered hyperthyroidi© by fe!rllding 
a ration containing an iodinated ©asein preparationo These findings 
were largely substantiated by la.te1· inves·tigations by this investigatoro 
The admirlistra:tion of ©ortiso:ne 9 however 9 whi©h also in«;;reased nitro= 
gen excretion9 was shown to have :no e.ffe0t upon tissue glutamineo This 
suggested a possible differen1C>e in ·the effec:t of the two hom.o:nes upon 
nitrogen metabol:i.smo Albright { 42) tsugges,ted tba t the ll=o:xyge:nated 
steroids were r.;;onr;:er:r:1ed with an antiarmbolic: 9 rather than a <e:;atabolili'.'J 
effect, on prot,eins" Opposed to this theory are the inveJst,i.gations of 
Hoberman {43) and White and Dougherty (44)o Hoberman 9 in experiments 
with N15c,labeled glycine claimed that in 2 days 9 fasting rats lost up 
to 8% of their careass protein Yhen in,je©ted with eortisoneo His ©al= 
culations ga1re evidence for a protein ©ataboli© effect for «;;ortisone .. 
White and Dougherty hypothet'Jized a catabolie effect upon earcass pro= 
tein by thyroid hormone and a similar effect on the protein of lymphoid 
t,issue for adrenal ho:rmones o They think that t'he adrenals might lw.v~ 
some effect on carcass proteins mitigated through an influen~e of the 
Clorti0al seeretions on the thyroid gla.ndo They suggest a synergisti© 
effect for the two hom.ones o Clark ( 45) ©c.mducted an experiment employ= 
iing Nl.5.,,labeled glyeine which was :f'ed to adreit1:"lle1C>tomized rats whi©h 
re;~eived eortisone 9 adrreinalectomized :ratsl' sham operated rats whicll 
received cortisone~ and sham operated controls,, By using the method 
of Sprin.cSon and R:.lLtte.nberg (46) 'l.t.:i.ey ©al©ulated t,,'!rie rat,e of protein 
synthesis and demm"lstrated that ©ortisone administration resulted i.n a 
signif'icant deerease in the rate of prot,ei:n synth@))sis o These f'inding:Bl 
support the thecrry of Albrighto 
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rabbH,s 11 and gui:nea pigs~ in which experimental dyst,rophy had bi/.'Jei:11 
induced by vi ta.min E defiic:iency .," They :fou.11d that glutamine level was 
reduced in guinea pigs~ less so in rabbitso Roderuic:k and coworkers (48) 
in another paper reported a redw:tion to '70"fa of the level in controls 9 
of glutamine in skeletal muscles of dystrophic rabbits and guinea pigs .. 
Bartlett and coworkers (49p 50 9 5lp 52) condueted a number or 
studies on the me©hanism of nitrogen storage in which they studied the 
effects of anterior pituitary growth hormone preparations on plasma and 
muscle glutamin.e 9 free amin.o acids$ and kidney glutaminase and musre;le 
transaminase enzymeso T'p.ey (49) dei;jeribed two phases of hor.monal all;;;tion 
in their experiments with dogs 9 an anabolic phase characterized 'by low 
nitrogen excretion followed by a catabolie phase which 'I.Ja.S accompanied 
by an intGrease in nitrogen ex©retiono Plasma glutamine levels rose 
during the anabolic phase and f'ell during the ©atabolic phasew whi@h is 
not in agreement with the hypothesis that protein e,:atabolism enhan©~S 
glut.amine synthesiso They con©luded that changes in plasma glutamine 
nitrogen did not ac©ount for the observed changes in plasma amino a©ids 9 
or for the nitrogen 'Whi©h was stored following growth hormone adminis= 
tration .. In experiments on kidney glutaminase (!50) 9 they observed 
tba t large doses of hormone administered to f'our=we.ek~·old hypophy-
sectomized rats c:ause.d an increase i:n kidney gluta:m:l.nase 1.Jhereas doses 
ju.st lru."g® enough to produce body weight gai:.ri had no ef'fiect on the 
enzymeo They also con©lud.ed that the @apa©ity of the no11.Dru,, rat liver 
to d.eam.idate glu:ramine in the pressn©e of pyruwte was UIJa,f'f'e«;;t,ed t7 
the ad:ministeration of growth hormone (5l)o In the studies of mus~le 
transaminase ( 52 ) their I''elS\ll ts ©On.firmed thei ©Oll©~pt that growth h@r= 
mo~e YJJ8.Y produ~e some effe~t through diroi:ai~hed amino a©id ©atabolism 
transaminase of 
immature hypophy;;'!ecto:m.iz8d ratso Th,ay demomstrated that concentration:s 
of glutamine carbo:xyl N in skelefal muscle are lower in h;ypophysectomized 
rats re©e::hring grtn,rth ho;mone and in rapidly growing normal rats than :tn 
rats which ha1rt1 had their growth arrest,ed by hypophysectomyo These 
observa tlons are not; .:l.11 agreement with our findings in an expe:dment 
using normal animals in an induceid state of grm,rtho 'I'.h:is :may not be of' 
data were given for norm.al animals f,::.d ~ libitum. vs o nmc·:mal animals in 
an eriJ1anced state of growth o 
Dawson and Williams (24) quote V"alue:s for normal rat 11 ver glutac_; 
the normal glu.tamine e;ontent of rat brain as 7'9 mgo;!o Mar6'.a:shev and 
Mamaeva { 6) give the value for rabbit, liver aud kidney as 52 ol and 
a n n n 
2lo7 mgo;! respectively" Astru.p and Munkvad (7)~ urs·tro:m and Or:strom 
(29) give values for b:llll'.lan plasma glutam.ine of 6ol9~,9,,83 and 10 mgofo 
respectivelyo 
I 6 ME'l'HOOOLOOY 
At the beginning of each experiment the animals were selected at 
random and placed in individual cages 9 except where pa.ired experiments 
were being conductedo In these cases the animals were paired on tb.e 
basis of weight and litter and members of ea~h pair were assigned to 
treatment at randomo Unless otherwise stated the following ration was 
used as a standard basal rations Casein 9 20%~ sucrose 9 7li corn oi19 
Each kilogram. of ration was supplemented with the following vitaminst 
thiamine 9 4 mgoi riboflavin9 5; pyridoxine 9 3, ~alciu.m pantothenate9 
acid 9 20 9 choline chloride 9 1 gmo In addition 9 vitamins A and D were 
administered every 3rd day by droppera The animals were fed ad 
libitum for an equilibration period. of 8 to 10 days prior to beginning 
treatmento The animals received fresh water dailyo 
Removal Q! Tissues 
At the termination of the experiment the animals were killed by 
exsanguination under light ether anesthesiao The tissues were rapidly 
removed and immediately frozen and stored at ~15°Co until analyzedo 
Analysis was performed as soon as practi©able after termination of the 
axperiment 9 to avoid un.due decomposition o:f" glnta:mineo 
Determination o.f .GJ;u:tamin(! 
~- ·---!¥"' 
In the earlier investigations in this laboratory9 the enzymic 
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method of Archibald ( 4) was used :for t..1'1e detln"IDir,a:Uon of glutarnine o 
The author i'onnd 9 howevtar 9 that there were several serious drawbacks to 
this procadu.'t"e when applied to tissues. It was difficult to obtain and 
preserve acthre enzyme prepara·tions 9 and~ as Archibald pointed out 9 the 
method was not satisfactorily applicable to tissues without special pre= 
ea.ut,ions as ammonia was liberated from adenosine ®ont®!.ining compounds by 
the enzyme preparation.., 
The acid hydrolysis me;thod augg@s't;ed by fu®hc~r~ Vickery 9 a11d 
Leavenworth (54) wa,s ultimately found most satisfactory after considerablei 
:modification of thost::'i tested deispi te its laok of spe1;;ifiei -1.y e A w:eighe1d 
sample of tissue (approx., 1 ·to 2 g:mo) was h,om.ogenized in enough water 
to make a total volume of 29 mle One ml" of 6 N H2 S04 was then added 
to 1:tberate any 1/Vbound<N glutamine and the homogenate was centrifuged 
for 5 mino at 1500 RoP.,M., . A 10 mlo aliquot was added to 5 mlo of 2 l/2fo 
sodium tungstate (there being enough acid added in the homogenization 
procedure to precipi·i;e.te the protein with the tungstate) and again 
centrifuged as aboveo Two 5 mlo aliquots were taken from the clear 
supernatant liquid for analysis., To one aliquot was added 1 ml .. of 
6 N H2 S04 and digested for exactly 10 mirio in a boil:i.ng -water bath to 
hydrolyze the·glutamineo The other aliquot was buf'f'ered to about pH 
8=9 with a phospha te=bora te=NaOH buffer e.nd distilled with aera ti.on for 
20 mino t,o dete1"l!li11.e preformed ammoniac The hydrolyzed sample was then 
treated in a slmilar :manner af·ter adding enough NaOH solution to neut,rac, 
lize the H2 S04 9 an,d the glu:tamine was c:alc:ula ted as the diff erenli'.l:e 111 
a:rru11onia l~vel of the t,wo aliquots o Ammonia was det,e:rmined ·by nessler00~ 
izatiorn, of the distillat,e which \fas trapped in i."i. mes.sured quantity of 
dilu.ta H2S04 o In some of tl)e ea.:riie:t' expe:ri:me1rts 9 gluta:mine was 
d.eter:m:l..ned as above except aliquot,;3 the fi.l 
were 11essleriz.ed directly before and after hydrolysiso It was noted 9 
however, that oocassionally a turbid.ity would develop during nessler= 
iza tion which would give erroneous re,sul ts when optical transmi ttarwei 
was measur,~d o With some tissues~ abnormally high results were consist,~ 
ently obtained the 0ause for which is not ka.owno Because of these dlffi= 
cul ties the dist.Hla.t:fon method was adopted 9 even though H, was more time; 
consuming. 
I]o EFFECT OF HORMONES ON TISSUE GLUTAMINE LEVEL 
Ef'feet of Thyrotoxieosis .Q!, Tissue Glutamine Leyel 
'I'igerman (3)~ on the basis of 2 trials 9 reported significant 
increase in gluta.mine levels in the liver 9 kidney 9 heart 9 spleen9 
muscle and brain tissues of animals on a sodium proteinate ration 
supplemented with iodinated casein (Protamone)o 'l'.byroxine is kn.own 
to enhance protein eatabolism1 and sinGe tissue glutamine levels · 
correlated with decreased growth rate 9 he advanced the theory that 
factors tending to increase the breakdovm of body protein result in 
increased aeeumula tion of glutamine in tissues o He also point;ed out 
that the administration of thyroxine had an effect upon the rate of 
release of adrenal cortical hormones~ which in turn play an important 
role in the mobilization of nitrogen from tissueso He suggested that 
this influence on adrenal cortical hormones may also be a direct factor 
in enhancing the level of tissue glutamine and the thyroid activity a 
seconda:ry oneo 
In another research project being conducted in this laboratory, 
a study ·was being made of the effect of administration of irarious 
materials upon the growth=depressent effect of thyroid toxicity (~5)a 
Advantage was taken of' the availability of tissues from these animals 
to measure the glutamine level in order to deter.mine if these anti= 
thyroid materials would :register any effect .. 
Experimentalo Weanling rats (Sp:ra.gue=Da:wley strain) were put on 
a basal ration for 10 dayso The ration consisted of the follewing8 
soybean pro·l.einate preparation (sodium proteinate 9 Arcller=.Daniels= 
Midland Conipany 9 Minneapolis 9 Mirmo) to provide 20:fo proteini salts 
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(Hegstead)? 4; cottonseed oil 9 5g and cornstarch to make lOOfoo Vitamins 
were added at twice the l evel given above in order to be certain of an 
adequate supplyo For the ensuing 2 weeks the ration was modified to 
contain o.25fo iodinated casein (Protamone 9 Cerophyl Laboratories 9 Kansas 
City 9 Mo.)o One group of animals was given this ration, another group 
was supplemented with 2~ li20 liver powder ; and a third group was fed 
25 micrograms of vitamin B12 per kilo in addition. The glutamine levels 
found in tissues of these animals at the end of this period are shown in 
Table I. 
Table I 
Tissue Glutamine Levels From Ra.ts on Soybean Proteinate 
Rations Supplemented with Iodinated Casein 9 Liver Extract 
and Vitamin B, 2 • 
Supplement 
Tissues 
Liver 
Kidney 
Heart 
Brain 
Spleen 
Iodinated li20 liver Vit amin 
Casein powder B1 2 
Glutamine concentration (mg.fo)* 
117 
135 
320 
214 
148 
126 
111 
186 
119 
128 
69 
139 
157 
196 
88 
Avg. gain in wt. / 
day for 2 weeks lo26gmo 2o27gmo lo84gmo 
No . of animals 10 9 10 
"FQ<l 
Value 
l0o7l 
095 
6083 
7o02 
2o06 
*These values obtained by acid hydrolysis and direct nesslerizationo 
In agreement with Tigerman°s findings 9 thyrotoxicosis r esulted in eleva-
tion of tissue glutamine levels in all tissues . It will be noted that 
vi ta.min B12 supplement a t,ion resulted in a decrease in glutamine level of 
tissues except kidney 9 and l iver supplementation resulted in a decrease 
i n glut.a.mine level in all tissues except liver. These data were subjected 
·to statistical treatment by analysis of variance (Snedecor) o Values of 
"Frv showed that the difference between treatments was highly significant 
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()O.Ql ) for all tissues except kidney and spleen. In the l atter organ~ 
the °F" value approached significance at the 5fo levelo Whether this 
effect is a specific effect on glutamine metabolism or whether the 
observed changes are secondary to an improved growth rate is not kno\mo 
All animals continued to show symptoms of severe hyperthyroidism 
(hyperpn~a, tachycardia~ nervousness). 
Effect .Q!.Adrenal=Cortical Excess .Q!1 Tissue Glutamine Levels 
As was mentioned previously 9 the administration of thyroxine has 
a marked effect on the rate of release of the hormones of the adrenal 
"/1.i 
cortex. As the adrenal cortex has also been associated trlth the metab= 
olism of amino acids (and the mobili zation of tissue proteins for 
catabolism) ~ i t was thought that at least part of the effect of thyro= 
toxicosis on tissue glutamine content might be a result of enhanced 
cortical activity. It was deemed advisable to det ermine the effect of 
cortisone on amide nitrogen metabolism. 
Experimental. Several trials of this experiment were made. In 
the first trial adult male rats were fed the standard basal ration~ 
libitum for a 10 day equilibration period and during the experiment. 
At the end of the equili bration period the rats were divided into two 
groupsz each animal of one group receivi ng an i nitial injection of 
25 mg . of cortisone acetate int raperitoneally~ followed by three daily 
injections of 10 mg. each i the second gr oup received similar sham 
injections of normal saline solutiono The rats were kill ed 24 hours 
following the last injection. A daily weight record was m.aintainedo 
From the beginning of cortisone treatment until the rats were sacri= 
ficed the fol lowing average weight changeo oceurred z Control~ - 0.1 
gmo; cortisone- treated rats~ =31.1 gm. It appears almost certain that 
the experimental animals were in negative nitrogen balance on the basis 
of weight lossesc The glu:tamine level of various tissues was determined 
and these data are recorded in Table Ila 
Trial Noo 
Tissues 
Liver 
Kidney 
Heart 
Brain 
ltuscle 
Spleen 
Lung 
Noo of 
animals· 
* These 
** These 
Table II 
Tissue Glutamine Levels in Rats Following 
IntraReritoneal Injections of Cortisone 
~Cortisone Injected Control 
l* 2* 3*'* l* 2* 
Glutamine concentration (mga%) 
92 94 9'7 115 11'7 
'73 92 79 65 98 
178 114 196 =,=><:=a> 
147 178 71 141 162 
27 68 56 66 
64 95 79 
50 54 
9 i_~ 13 8 9 
,ralues obtained by direct nesslerizationo 
3** 
102 
82. 
120 
'fl 
97 
13 
values obtained by distillation and nesslerizationo 
To confirm the results of trial 1 9 two additional trials were conducted 9 
the results of which are also shown in '!.'able IIo In the first trial a 
marked anorexia was noted among the animals receiving cortisone injections .. 
To eliminla te aey possible effect from difference in :f.'ood consumption 9. a 
paired feeding technique was used in trials 2 and 3o The food intake 
c;f the control animal of each pair was limited ·to the total amount of 
ra tiou consumed by the cort:.isone=inj eeted rat during the preceeding 24= 
hour period., In t:dal 2 t.he rats received cortisone at the same L])vel 
on a 'body 'Weight basis as those in trial l but the experiment was extended 
for t,-wo additional days o In trial ,'3 ·the :!nj e«:Jtions we:r·e as in trial 2 
except that U1e dose was increased by 1/2 on the last two days" The 
experiJnental animals lost weight in both ·trials wh:ile the eontrols did 
not.. It was noted that the different,ial weight loss vas greatest at 
about 36 to 48 hours and then decreased with little or no loss beyond 
the 5th dayo Since H; 1Aras thought, that there might be an effect on the 
tissue glutamine content at the peak of weight loss$ as previous experi= 
ments showed that conditions 'Which induced negative nitrogen balan~e 
resulted in increases in tissue glutamine level 9 another trial -was made 
in which the injected animals received two injeci;,ious of 25 mga of 
cort,isone 24 hours apart and were sa.cirific:ed 4.-0 ho11rs after the initial 
injeetiono During this period the injected group lost an average of 
1008 gmso while the control group gained 606 gmso The results of the 
tissue analysis for control and ·created animals~ respectively 9 were as 
were obtained by acid hydrolysis and distillationo The nu:m.ber or ani= 
m.als in the groups were 12 and 13~ respectivelya These animals were 
not pair fed as the experiment was of such short duration that pair 
feeding would have offered no advantage,, 
0 
Effect of Growth Hormone Preparations ml Tissue Glutam:ine Leyelp 
In view of the effect on tissue glutamine content of fa~tors which 
stimulat,e p:rotei.n catabolism it a.ppeared desirable ·to investigate the 
effect of a factor which is kno'Wll to enhance nitrogen retention and 
elevate the rate of protein :syntbesis 9 :ioea 9 the growt,h hormone of the 
anterior pituitary,, BartlErtt and Glynn ( 52 ) reported a de:CJrease in 
skeletal mu.scle gl1xtamine level in rapidly growing normal rats and 
hypophysectomized rats receiving growth hormone as comp~red to the 
level of glu.tamine in the rrm.se;le of rats whose gro'Wth had been a:t·:r·ested 
by hypophysecto:myo 
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Experimental.. Tr11enty young female rats weighing about 110 to 
~30 gmo were assig~ed at random to two groups of equal size after a 
preliminary equilibration period of 10 days on the standard basal ration 
previously deseribede They were placed in metabolism cages and fed 15 gme 
of the basal ration dailyo The feed re:f'u.sed was collected and weighed 
each dayo Urine was collected i.n dil o H2S04 to avoid loss of ammonia o 
- . 
Total nitrogen was determined daily on urine and feces by the Kjeldahl 
methodo 
The group assigned to hormone treatment (designated ll=E through 
20=E) were injected with 1 mlo 9 containing the equivalent of 2 mge of 
growth hormone (Armour O s standard) daily for 3 days o At the end of this 
3 day period it was noted that the animals were suffering from anorexia 
as they were consuming considerably less of the ration than the controlso 
It was thought that perhaps the hormone was being administered in too 
large dosages so for the remainder of the experiment the dosage was 
reduced to 1 mgo dailyo Almost immediately the effect was noted in l\l 
balance studiesa •The animals consmned as mu.ch or more than the controlssi 
as shovm by Table IIIo The control group of animals received injections 
of normal saline dailya 
It will be observed from the data in Table III that the animals 
-which were injected with the growth hormone preparation gained consider= 
ably more weight during the last 4 days of ·treatmento Their food consump= 
tion was increased over the controlso The a.mounts of excreted nitrogen 
by the two groups are not st1•ikingly different but the difference in 
amount of nitrogen retained is highly signifieant ()OeOl )o 'fhat the 
animals were i.n a state of elevated nitrogen retention is shown by the 
proportion of the consumed n:ttx•oge:n which was retained as sho"WD. by the 
right-hand eollliifl!l in the tableo 
~[;'. 
"'··" , .. } 
Table III 
Nitrogen Me·tabolism of Rats Receiving Growth Hormone 
Bat Initial·* Final 'Wto N N N - !Lretaineg 
Noo wto9gmo Wto~gDlo Change consumed exc,reted balan©e N consumed 
mgo** mgo** 
l=C 135 142 + 7 10:35 630 +405 039 
2=C 135 154 +19 1205 721 +484 040 
3=C 132 140 + 8 1070 564 +'506 047 
4=C 138 148 +10 1023 571 +452 044 
5=C 132 145 +13 1074 60'7 +467 043 
6=C 135 139 + 4 751 489 +262 035 
7=C 139 148 + 9 996 702 +294 030 
8=C 141 154 +13 1187 730 +45'7 039 
9=C 123 146 +23 1283 676 +607 047 
lO=C 122 138 +16 936 482 +454 049 
llmaE 122 150 +28 1320 509 +811 o6l 
12=E 127 15'7 +30 1411 514 +897 064 
l3=E 122 146 +24 1296 520 o&-6 76 052 
14=E 116 143 +27 1355 639 +'716 053 
15=E 156 174 +18 1264 622 +642 o5l 
16=E 139 158 +19 1202 600 +602 050 
17=E 118 142 +24 1430 635 +795 o:56 
18=E 134 154 +20 1359 736 +623 o46 
l9=E 130 156 +215 1478 682 +796 054 
20=E 120 149 +29 1485 621 +864 058 
* Commencing with t.lle reduced hormone dosage (4th day of treatment) 
**For 4 dayso 
'While the animals were still in a state of elew.ted nitrogen reten= 
tio:n 9 the experiment was termi11ated o The1 animals were sacrifi.ced and 
tissues obtained in the manner already describedo The results of the 
"tissue analysis for glut,amine are given in Table IV o 
The small differe,nJ::es noted are not, believed to be significcanto From 
the results obt,ained it appears that an indueed sta:te of rapid growth in 
normal anLmals does not result in a de~rease in the tissue glutamine 
content of the tissues st;udied~ when compared to normal anirru:'l.ls fed ad 
~ on a diet, contai.ning adequate amotm"ts of th,;J ~onsti tuents required 
for normal growtho These findings are not necessarily believed to be in. 
disagreement with t,he reported findings of Bartlett and Gly1rn:1 ( 52 ) 1> sin@f.'% 
Tissue 
Liver 
Kidney 
Brain 
Heart 
Spleen 
Muscle 
Table IV 
Effect of Orowtli Hormone Aclm.inistration on 
Tissue Glutam.ine Levels,in Rats 
-Glutamine (mgo%)* 
Control Growth Hormone 
In.ieeted 
88 86 
38 43 
45 51 
4! 45 
44 44 
M- 62 
Number of Animals 10 10 
* Values obtained by distillation and nesslerizationo 
they made no comparison of glutamine levels of animals in normal growth 
"With animals in enhanced growtho They did find that_anesting growth by 
hypophyseetomy resulted in an increase in tissue gluts.mine ~ontent 9 how= 
evero 
An induced state of thyrotoxieosis has been shown to result in an 
increase in tissue gluts.mine content in rats (3) 9 whereas no effect was 
observed in tissue glutamine during negative nitrogen balance induced by 
:massive doses of cortisone or during the nitrogen retention elicited by 
administration of growth hormone preparationso 'i"hese observations would 
seem to preclude the assumption that all factors which bring about a 
response in nitrogen excretion or retention result in a concomitant effect 
upon glutamine synthesiso An obvious conclusion is that thyroid=aetive 
substances have a dire~t effect upon glut.amine synthesiso ! .further infer~ 
enee is that the mode of intervention in amino acid anabolism and eatabo= 
ism of hormones of the thyroid and adrenal glands may be differento It 
is also evident that the growth hormone of the anterior pituitary gland 
should not be merely relegated to a simple opposing or ~~teracting 
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a~tion in its role in nitrogen retention and growth promotiono 
Furthermore 9 these findings indicate that the role of glutamine in 
metabolie·proeesses is a complex one and not merely solely a means at the 
disposal of the organism by which it can retain nitrogen in the body in a 
non-toxic formo 
IIIo THE EFFECT OF CORTISONE ON PROTEIN SYNTHESIS 
Both thyroxine and cortisone excess induce depressed growth or loss 
in weight and negative nitrogen balaneeo Glutamine levels in the tissue 
were significantly increased in thyrotoxieosis and were unchanged in the 
faee of massive doses of cortisoneo It appeared 9 therefore 9 that the mode 
of aetion o±~ the two hormones upon protein metabolism must be different 
because of the varying effeet on glutamine levelo Clark (45) presented 
evidence in support of the concept that the effect of cortisone on pro= 
tein metabolism in an wantianabolie~ rather than a 00catabolic" effect 
by measuring the rate of protein syn.thesis under various treatmentso 
Reeent work by Engle (56) ascribed a permissive role to the adrenal se©= 
rations in response of the organism to stresso He concluded that it was 
stress that elicited nitrogen excretionp but presented evidence to show 
that adrenal eortieal secretions were requiredo They lower the thres= 
hold to the stress responseo He also demonstrated the involvement of 
nutritional status 9 as this exeess nitrogen excretion could largely be 
prevented when calorie intake was ine1•eased., 
In an effort to determine the nature of the effect of the eortieal 
steroids upon nitrogen metabolism. 9 an experiment was conducted in which 
ml5 labeled protein was fed to rats receiving cortisone and to control 
animalso It was hoped that by measuring the a.mount of Nl5 retained and 
excreted some light could be shed upon the way in which cortisone :med.i= 
ated in protein synthesis and breakdown& 
Experimental 
The problem. of obtaining labeled protein material that would be 
readily :me·ta bolized by the animals vas solved by greying brewers yeast 
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(Saccharomyces eerevisiae) in a culture media containing Nl5H4 Cl as a 
sou~ee of ni~roge~e The cul~ure media had t~e ~ollowing ~ompositionz 
dextrose, 210 gmo;: KH2:P~49 6;: m15H4 C~ (32 a~om p~:rcent~ excess)~ 4ol6) 
MgS049 lo2~ FeS049 Oe06; MnS049 Oo24; and 3 mg0 of each _of inositol 9 
thiami~,biotin 9 pantothenie a9id~ pyridoxine 9 and nieotinic acido The 
4ol6 gmo N15H4 Cl (ealeu.lated amount) was obtained from converting 6ol 
, ·- - ' - -
gmo Nl5H4 N08 to m15H3 and absorbing the N15Ha in HCl solutione The excess 
HCl was neutralized with NaOHo The pH of the media was adjusted to 4o3= 
4o5 the media diluted to 3 liters and autoelavedo This was innoeulated 
with a yeast cake which had been suspended in 400 cco of sterile watero 
The temperature was maintained at 33°Co by means of a water bath which was 
thermostatically controlledo The media was constantly aerated by using 
an aspirator pump to pull air through the systemo The air was dispersed 
into fine bubbles by means of a sintered glass dispersion disko Sterile 
cotton plugs were used to prevent contaminationo At the end of 36 hours 
the cells were thrown down by centrifugation and washed twice with dis= 
tilled watero The yeast was dried in an oven at 75°Co and ground in a 
Wiley millo The yield was 1708 gmo dry yeast~ calculated to contain 
about 8 gmo of protein (a parallel control run produced yeast which con= 
tained 47 o5:fo protein by Kjeldahl analysis) o Isotopic analysis showed 
that the nitrogen from this yeast contained 24o53fo Nl5o 
The basal ration was made up as follows2 dried yeast (compressed. 
yeast)obtained from a local bakery 250 gm.o 9 vitamin test casein 9 28; 
eornoil 9 soi salt mix (Hegstead) 9 409 and cerelose (dextrose) 9 6320 
This was supplemented wl th vitamins at the same level as described for 
the standard basal ration used previouslyo This ration contained about 
16'.}! protein,, 
Ten rats were paired (litter mates) and assigned to treatments at 
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random .. They were put into individual ~ages and fed the above described 
ration ad libitu:n1 9 for an equilibra·tion period of 6 days.. These animals 
were then placed in metabolism .cages and fed 10 gmo the ration dailyo 
Urine and feces collections were made at 24 hour intervals and total nit= 
rogen determined by Kjeldahl method., Refused feed was weighed dailyo On 
the 3rd day in the metabolism cages (after a 48 hour adjustment period) 
the treatment group received 2 5 mg o cortisone ~. in"t,ra.peri toneal inj ec= 
tiono They were given 12.,5 mgo daily ·thereafter until the experiment was 
terminated .. The control group received parallel sham injections of normal 
saline o At 48 hours after the cortisone trea ~ment was begmi all animals 
were fed 7 gmo of ration which contained the isotopically labeled protein. .. 
(The amount of the ration ws cut do1,.rn to 7 gmo so that all animals would 
consume all t.1':i.e ration and thus reeeive the same am.ou.nt of labeled pro= 
teino This ration was fed at the peak of the effeet of the cortisone 
based on previous experienceo) The labeled ration was made in the same 
proportions as the basal rationi but analysis showed that it contained a 
sli.ghtly lower amount of ni trogeno Isotopic analysis showed it contained 
l9o85~ Nl5o The day following this t.he animals were again fed the usual 
10 grr1" of basal :rationo The animals were sacrificed 48 hours following 
the feeding of the labeled ration and liver and muscle tissues were 
re1noved for further experimenta tiono 'l'h.e urine and feces collected these 
two days were analyzed for Nl5 content as well as total nitrogeno Con= 
trol animal Noo 5 contracted a respiratory disease and was discardedo 
Table V shows the effe<0t of cortisone on nitrogen balaxwe., It will 
be observed that all the cont:rol animals were i.n pti::Sitive balanc~ du.ring 
the ±'our days of t,reatment; 9 while all five of the animals whieh ree<eived 
~ 
cortisone were in negative nitrogen balaniC;e for this 1Srune periodo The 
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weight changes of each individual animal are also given in the tableo As 
the quantity of N consumed during this period was greater for the treated 
group than for the controls (Table V) the loss of weight and negative 
nitrogen bala11ee must be attributed to the effect of the eortisoneo It 
will also be noted that the values for percent of injected Nl5 1,,1hieh was 
excreted in the urine du.ring the 48 hours following administration of the 
labeled protein for each individual rat are giveno The average for the 
control group is 24055%9 and for the treated group is 45o66fo9 which is 
significant at, the 1% level as shown by vvt 09 test ( Snedecor) o The '\values 
of protein synthesis were caleulated by the method of Sprinson and 
Rittenberg (46)o Clark (45) reported values for rates of protein synthesis 
from Nl5 labeled glycine in normal and cortisone treated rats 9 which agree 
reasonably well with these valueso Clark 0 s values were 9 for normal rats 
administered with cortisone. 9 lelO gmo/kilo (one animal) 9 and for normal 
co:ntrols 9 L,59 gmo,lkilo (average of 2 animals)o The corresponding aver= 
ages from Table V are l 035 and lo85 respec:tivelyo The difference in 
these values could easily be explained by the assumption that the labeled 
amino acids in the protein from the yeast_would be more readily utilized 
for the synthesis of protein than :isotopi©ally labeled gly~ineo This 
same explanation ieould be used to justify the slight differences in the 
percent,ages of Nl5 ex<Creted du.ring 48 hours., Clark reported 57''/o ( one 
animal) and 3'lo5;! (average o:t" 2 animals) for rwrm.al rats receiving ©ort,i= 
, sone and normal controls~ respeetively 9 whereas the averages of the values 
given in Table V are somewhat lower., 
Table VI shows clearly the hypertrophy of liver tissues whil(]h results 
from cortisone treatment~ the average weight of livers from the control 
group being 5o72 g.mo as compared to 7 064 gmo for thE:~ cortisone treated 
animals o It will also be noted that there appears to be a lower proteh1 
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Table V 
Data on Nitrogen Metabolism and Protein Synthesis 
Con·trol Cortis1one Treated 
Rat Noo lC 20 3C 40 lT 2'1' 3T 4'1' 5'.fr 
Initial wto ~gm" 158 156 152 160 164 166 152 162 148 
Final wto~gmo 166 158 144 156 150 147 140 138 136 
Change in wto 
gmo in 4 days +8 +2 =8 =4 =14 col9 c,12 =24 =12 
N consumed9 mgo 835 913 742 912 914 914 913 914 91~1 
N excreted 11 mgo 
in urine + 
feces 6'77 785 682 741 1004 1018 947 1268 1000 
N balance +158 +128 + 60 +l '71 = 90 =104 = 34 =354 = 86 
foN15 excreted 
in urine, 48 
hours 24o4 26o5 25o0 22o3 40o9 4lo7 42o5 55o0 48o2 
s * 1.,78 lo80 1 o'75 2o06 lol 7 lo65 lo2l lo38 lo34 
*Rate of protein synt.hesis 9 glllo N, ilo day 
content in the livers from the cortisone group judged from the Kjeldahl 
analyseso This observation is supported by the findings of Germuth et alo 
(61) who reported that in animals treated with compound E there were 
extensive deposition of glycogen and fat in the livero They also found 
that compound E produced atrophy of the lymphoid tissues$ including the 
thymus and spleen 9 a lymphocytopenia 9 and a lipemia and focal necrosis of 
skeletal muscleo The total N15 content of the cortisone group is some= 
what higher than that of the control group 9 which also shows an increased 
rate of protein synthesis in liver tissueo These data further support the 
findings of Clark {45)o 'l'he concentration of isotopic Nin muscle tiss~e 
(gastrocnemius) is lower in the animals whi~h re~eived @ortisone than in 
the control group suggesting a diminished rate of protein synthesis in 
this tissueo 
On the basis of nitrogen balan~e studies~ rate of protein synthesis~ 
Table VI 
Composition of Liyer and Muscle Tissues 
Liver 
Rat Noo 
Rat Noo 
lC* 
2C 
3C 
40 
weight 
5o26 gnlo 
5o8l 
5086 
5o96 
avgo 5o72 
lT 
2T 
3T 
4T 
5'1' 
8083 
7o49 
7o98 
'7 0 76 
6014 
'7!protein p 15 
19 .. 88 
1906'1 
18009 
l9ol0 
l6o62 
17 o'2'7 
18039 
17 oOS 
18080 
lo22 
loOO 
lo28 
loll 
lo29 
total mgo 
N15 
avgo 
2ol4 
2 ol '7 
~ 
'20147 
avgo 7o64 avg. 
F S~les :f'or isotope analysis contained air., 
2086 
'2007 
3o00 
'2035 
2o37 
2o53 
Muscle 
gl5 
Oo49 
Oo5l 
Oo5l 
Oo5l 
Oo5l 
and incorporation of Nl5 in muscle tissue 9 it appears evident th.at the 
effect of cortisone is to inhibit the synthesis of protein rather than 
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enhance the mobilization of existing tissueso The effect on liver is the 
opposite to this as the liver from the treated animals contained more pro= 
tein and N15 and were larger than those from the controlso 
IVo HISTIDINE ADMINIS'IRATION AND GLUTAMINE CONTENT OF RAT TISSUES 
Histidine is recognized as one of the amino acids essential for growth 
of the rat~ but the disposition of that in excess of the growth requirement 
is uncertaino Fiiilbacher and Neber (57) suggested that L=histidine is ~on= 
verted to glutamic acid during the process of metabolismo Crookshank and 
Berg (58) concluded that L=histidine was probably not eonverted to other 
derivatives of imidazole but that the ring was ruptured with the formation 
of an alpha=amino compoundo Featherstone and Berg (59) in studies of the 
metabolism of histidine by kidney and liver slices suggested that L= 
histidine might be converted to alpha~amino products other than glutamic 
acid~ Crookshank and Clowdus (60) studied the blood levels of glutami© 
acid 9 histidine 9 total imidazole~ and amino nitrogen before and after feed= 
ing single doses of D= and L=histidine t,o rats o They concluded that either 
no conversion to glutamic acid occurredj the conversion proceeded too slowly 
to be detected by their methodsi or that any glutamic acid formed was rap= 
idly converted to some other metabolite retaining the alpha=amino groupo 
In line with this latter postulationj it seemed possible that if glutami© 
acid were formed it might be converted to gluta.mine by eombination with 
ammoniao Tigerman and MacVicar (41) had demonstrated a rise in tissue 
glu.tamine levels in rats resulting from. the simultaneous administration 
of ammonium ion and glutamie aeido This could account for the fact that 
no increase in blood glutamic acid was observed by Crookshank and Clowdus 
foll.owing histidine ingestiono The effect of histidine administration upon 
the glutamine level in certain rat tissues was therefore investigatedo 
Experimental 
Mature rats were inje((;)ted intraperitoneally with L=histidine at the 
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level of Ool6 gmo of amino nitrogen per kgo body weight. The solution of 
histidine for iJ1jection was prepared by dissobring histidine :monohydro= 
chloride in normal saline and adju.sting the pH to 7o4 by addition of sodium 
bicarbonateo To determine the effect of the NaCl and NaCl with NaHC03 ~ 
con.trol groups were simultaneously injected with NaCl and with NaCl + 
NaHC03 at the same level which was used 1i>11th histidine injeetiono Th~ 
- . 
rats were killed 15 minutes after injection and tissues removed for ana= 
lysiso In previous work~ this period has been sho1,,.m to be adequate for 
mobilization of the fo.jeeted material fro:m site of injecti.ono The results 
are shown in Table VIIo 
Table VII 
Effect of Histidine Injection on 
Glutamine Level in Rat Tissue 
Treatment Numbe:r* l 2 
Glutamine (mge "I, j; 
Tissues 
Liver 156 :± 39 114 j; 32 
Kidney 50 ± 18 68 ::!; 20 
Heart 172 :± 22 166 ;!; 28 
Number of animals 5 5 
*l = Oo9fc NaCl injected 
2 =NaCl+ NaHC03 injected 
3 =NaCl+ NaHC03 + histidine inje~ted 
3 
stdo devo )** 
96 ± 36 
67 ± 15 
187 :t 22 
5 
** These values obtained by direct nesslerizationo 
Results and D:iscussion 
,;'f 
Comparison of the values found for the animals receiving treatments 
one and two shows that the administration of histidine did not induce an 
increase in the level of glutamine in the t;issues exa:minedo Thus~ gluta= 
mize; acid~ if formed from histidine 9 is apparently not e;omrerted to gluta,~ 
mine to any appreciable extento No support for the hypothesis that 
glutamine is the alpha=a:mino compound reported as a result of histidinf~ 
metabolism is afforded by these results~ 
It will be not,ed that the liver glutamine le,rel of the ani..mals receiv= 
ing bicarbonate is reduced with respect to the animals receiving only 
saline o It is not believed that any significance should be a·ttached to 
this observation 9 since the usual value for liver glutamine is near 
100 mgoto Both previous and subsequent tests have failed to reveal any 
influence of the injection of normal saline, and the observed differences 
are therefore attributed to the rather wide variation between animals 
observed and the small number of animals involvedo 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
As was emphasized in the literature review 9 glutamine has been assoei= 
ated with a large number of important metabolic reactions in both animals 
and plantso Glut.amine. seems to have a universal distribution in animal 
tissueso It is becoming increasingly evident 9 as additional inveistigations 
are reported~ that glutamine occupies an important position in the nitrogen 
metabolism o:f most :forms of' ·11:reo It may well be that the energy whicll. 
is associated with the amide bond is an important factor in the ftm.ction 
of glutami:neo In fact 9 it does not seem too unreasonable to postulate a 
"high-energy" nitrogen bond similar to the well established "high=energy" 
phosphate bond and the more recently postulated "high=energy~ sulfur bondo 
By virtue of this high=energy content glutamine could serve as a source 
of amino groups for·many of the reactions involving nitrogen transfer9 
being regenerated from ammonia and glutamic acid at the expense of energy 
from adenosine triphospha.te or some other high=energy phosphate compoundo 
An example of sucll a situation has only recently come to the attention of 
the authoro Weil=Malherbe (62) found that the addition of glutamine and 
either inosine triphosphate or a mixture of inosinic acid and creatine 
phosphate to dialyzed brain homogena.tes 9 resulted in an NH8 formation in 
excess of that of control experiments a He interpreted the.ae results 
as indicating the transfer of the amide group of gluta.mine to inosine tri= 
phosphate or another inosine phosphate 9 possibly at the expense of high= 
energy phosphateo Ka.lieka.r and R:i.ttenberg (63) had suggested amides as a 
possible source of nitrogen for the rapid reju1lEl:Mtion of muscle adenylie 
aeid 9 as they observed a high concentration of 115 in the 6=amino po~i= 
tion of adenylie acid following administration of labeled a.mmonimn citrateo 
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Muscle glutamic acid had only 1/5, as much isotope:1 as the adenylic acid 
while the isotope concentration ~as higher in amide nitrogeno 
The results of the investigations reported in this thesis ©Jannot be 
considered as contributing to this hypothesis directlyo They do serve~ 
however, to emphasize that the function of glutamine is more complex than 
providing a means available to the organism of detoxifying ammonia or 
storing and reta:i.ning amino nitrogeno It was show that thyrotoxicosis 
resulted in an increase in tissue glutamineo As this state is also 
accompanied by increased nitrogen ex(lretion~ it might be assumed that the 
increase in glutamine was a direct result of the increased rate of nitro= 
gen releaseo Cortisone 9 which also brings about an increased rate of 
release of nitrogen 9 did not cause a similar increase in tissue=glutamine 
level 9 howevero Growth hormone preparation from the anterior pituitary 
gland 9 which enhances nitrogen retention~ did not result in a concomitant 
decrease in tissue glutamineo From these observations it might be sug= 
gested that nitrogen retention or loss per~ does not have a direct 
effect on glutamine metabolismo In those conditions in which an increased 
rate of mobilization of the body protein reserves occurred (starvation 9 
amino acid depletion 9 thyrotoxicosis) glutamine was found to be increased .. 
If' cortisone has an anti·=anabolic effect rather than a pro=eatabolic OlOJ:l!p 
the differences observed in gluta.mine level might be rationalizedo These 
results could also be explained by assuming that th.yroid=acti ve substanc:es 
exert a direct stimulating effect on gluta.m.ine synthesi5o 
T"na t glut.amine is functioning i.n :~1ome more organ:i.c role than as a 
storage form for NH4 + is indicated 'by the faet that increasing the lev~l 
o:f ammonia i.n the blood did not resul·t in a material inerease i:n tissue= 
glntamine levelso This finding is further supported~ the findings 
reported in Part II of t.h.is thesiso Here it was show that t,he int:rac, 
peritoneal admi.ni,stration of ammonium ion as the citrate and glutamate 
salts did not result in glutamine levels in liver and kidney in the rat 
which were out of the range considered to be norm.al for this animalo 
The act:ion of e;ortisone on amino acid me·t.abolism was shown to be o:f" 
an anti=anabolic ratiler. than a cat.abolic effect .. This was accomplished 
by feeding of protein materials labeled with N15 and calculating the rate 
of protein synthesis in normal untreated rats and in normal cortisone= 
injected rats.. Nitrogen metabolism studies on these animals demonstrated 
that ad.ministration of' th.is hormone resulted in a marked increase in 
nitrogen excretiono Increased nitrogen retention induced by growth hor= 
mone should be studied in a similar manner to determine the site of a~tion 
on amino acid and protein metabolismo 
These investigations have further emphasized the complexity of nitro= 
gen metabolismo It is evident that the ul"t,imate role of amides in nitro= 
gen metabolism will be determined only by continuing and extending studies 
of the type reported hereo The importance of this fraction~ espeeially 
in the brain and nervous tissue~ as a functional part of intermediary 
metabolism of amino acids and ammonia fully justifies an accelerated 
research progra.:mo 
SUMMARY 
It was demonstrated that vitamin B12 and a liver preparation~ which 
checked the growth-retarding act:i.on of thyroid=aetive substances in the 
rat, resulted in a reduction toward normal of the glutamine content of 
most tissues analyzed o This may have been an indirect re milt of' improved 
growtl1 or a direct opposing action of the vi t,amin to the effect of thyroid~ 
active sµbs·tances on glutamine synthesis" 
Cortisone, though it greatly increases nitrogen excretion 9 had no 
effect on tissue glutamine level .. Likewise~ a growth hormone prepar= 
ation, which was shown to grEiatly increase nitrogen retention~ did not 
result in a decrease in tissue glutamine content~ 
Experiments, utilizing protein labeled with N1 5, lent support to the 
theory that cortisone exerts an anti=anabolic rather than a catabolic 
effect on tissue proteino Nitrogen balance studies showed that massive 
doses of cortisone resuJ.ted in negative nitrogen balance in ratso It 
also decreased the rate of protein synthesis in most tissueso The rate 
of protein synthesis in liver 1 however 9 was increased as was sho"m by the 
larger content of isotope and by the hypertrophy of the organo These 
experiments suggest a difference ln the mode of action of thyroid actiye 
substances and adrenal cortical hormones on protein metabolismo 
It is concluded that the functional role of glutamine is complex and 
inadequately understood., .Although it may serve as a means of storing 
amino nitrogen or o.f detoxifying a:mmoni'Uill io:n~ it would appear that it 
has a mor0 e vital function in intermediary metabolism as J.S perhaps invol= 
ved in the t,ransfe:t; of amino grou.p:s o 
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PART II. AMMONIA TOXICITY AND DETOXICATION 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of ammonia toxicity is one of considerable current 
interest growing out of the wide=spread use of urea and various ammoni= 
ated products as non=protein sources of nitrogen in rations of ruminant 
species .. Under certain conditions, animals receiving high levels of these 
non-protein nitrogenous supplements develop nervous abnormalities and may 
die.. It is believed that9 in the case of 1x1:•ea, the enzymatically ca.ta= 
lyzed hydrolysis of this compound to yield ammonia and carbon dioxide pro~ 
ceeds at a rate in excess of the ability of the bacterial flora of the 
rumen to utilize it in the synthesis of amino acids and other meta.boliteso 
As a result the excess ammonia is absorbed by the animal tissues in 
sufficient qua~tities to produce toxic symptomso Other a:mmoniated pro= 
ductsj being potential sources of ammonia, as a result of chemical and 
or bacterial aetion9 could conceivably result in a similar situationo 
The possible relationship of these studies to glutamine metabolism 
will be recoglllized 9 as it has been suggested by nmnerous workers in this 
field that glutamine is involved in the translooation and storage of 
ammonia. 'I'h.e presence of gluta.."'ll.inase enzy:mes 9 capable of hydrolyzing 
glut.amine into glutamie acid and ammoniaj has been reported in several 
tissues, io~o 9 kidney 9 liver9 bra.int and spleen~ of various speciese It 
has also been demonstrated that under favorable circumstances the enzym= 
atic synthesis of glutamine from gluta:mic acid and ammonia can be ·aecomp= 
lished in yitr~o 
or considerable significance are the findings of Sapirstein (1)~ 
who demonstrated the effeetiveness of glutamic acid in lessening the 
toxicity of ammonia as N"tl4 Cl injected intravenously in rabbit~o 
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Other indications of the importan~e of ammonia toxicity are apparent 
as it has been repeatedly affirmed in ·the li tere ture th.a "I; there :ls an 
increase in the concentration of a:mm.onium ion in the brain and cerebrospinal= 
fluid of humans and animals in states of increased. excitability" Among 
the symptoms associated with ammonia toxicity are hyperi1Titability 9 
convulsive seizures\) and muscular tetany., These symptoms 9 being very 
similar to those associated with epilepsy, and other spontaneous seizures 9 
suggest a possible relationshipo At present there is no suitable antidote 
known for ammonia toxicityo Any information relative to the cause of 
t,he to:x:ie e.f'f errts of ammonium. ion and means of a.meliora ti:o.g its ef:f'ects 
would be of immediate value to the livestock industry and might eventu= 
ally have applications in human mediein~o 
The pu.rposes of these investigations were two=foldg (1) to further 
elucidate the cause of ammonia toxicity~ and (2) to find suitable anti= 
dotes for the relief of the toxic symptomso 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A review of the literature pert,aJ.ning t,o these investigations will 
for the ~ake of simplicit.y be divided into three major divisionss (1) 
the physiological response; to mm:non.i..u:m ion, (2) c::oll membrane permeability, 
io:,1 a:iitagonisms and ion imba.lances involving ID-14 +, and (3) the relation 
of ammonia to metabolic proc"-3sses i.n t.l1a an:l:ma1 organi.sm6 A search of 
the literature h2.s disclosed an extremely large m:unber of publications 
related to each of thesEs subjects~ B,=;cauz,e of the large number of papers, 
this review will o.f necE1ssi t,y be li.mi ted t;o those papesrs wh:Lch have a 
direct b1.;;3.ring on the investigations, and l!l c:1,srt.a.i.n instances only a few 
of t.he papEirs deal Ing wl'lih particulEtr t::JrJic.s will be citedo 
I" fuysiological re;:;ponse to a:m:mo:n.lllill lo:n 
V ., -'- cl k ( ~ '1 ~ -- •• • · -. -'- -. t .. ·' ti , -1- 1 enu1.e,.; an cowor _ers ::, , r..,.e.m'-,:n."' t,.:-2 .. ,eu _,/ta. .. , CCo of' 10% NH4 OH 
given orally to a dog in milk or \.Ja ter f; .:Jr O o S c..r,: o JJh:i.ted and_ inj ect;ed 
intra.venously i, causi:,/;_ a cte,:cr2.as<::e in tb.;2, alkali reserve o One cc. inhib= 
alkaline tide normally 
obsdl'ved after a. meal., It will likewise off~e t the incraase in alkaline 
rsssrye caused by the adm.inis·tr·ation of NaHC08 o ·Tuey claim that repea tad 
:lnjections of NH8 even caused a fall in blood pH which persisted for about 
a w,9ek.. Vern.1let ( 4) claimed that prolonged peror.\l or intravenous admirtl= 
long after the a1llillo11.1a. 1s wit.hdrawn.. ln human sn'bjects in addition to 
this ef'f ect,, the al VE<olar tension. o:f CO2 is decreased" They ruled ou.t 
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arry ventilation alkalosis by co:o.ductin{<spirometric· teats. They conclude 
that although amm.o:iaia is a base 9 it ~,~,\:an acid effect -on ~e organism 
. ·.1·~t~· .. 
and hypothesize that it may be us~f~ ~:ta ~e~apeutics ., ___ Al.wall .8:nd Geiger 
(5) likewiss 9 state th.at NH4 0l:I~ when :i.ntroduced in-to the stomach, causes 
i 
a marked decline in the alkal:t reserveo They claim this acidosis is absent 
after infusion of NH4 0H into the intestineo Hazard and Vaille (6) showed 
~at the ~nt,ravenous injection of about Ool gmo/kg .. of NH4 Cl, (NH4 ) 2 ~08 
or NH4 0H caused a small decrease in the alkali reserve in rabbi.ts, and 
in 13-100% increase in glucemia~ Bossani and Ferrante (12) state that 
dogs can tolerate 4 times the mel.do of ammonia if the alkali reserve is 
maintained. They claim that oxidizable anions favor the conversion of 
NB.8 to urea insofar as they permit the readjustment of this alkali reserve. 
This depends upon the rapidity of oxidation of the anions. 
B. Normal and toxic levels of ammonia in various tissues. 
In experiments with sheep~ Dinning and coworkers (7) demonstrated 
a rise in urea and NH3 in portal blood when 40 gmo of urea in water solu-
tion was administered orallyo Portal blood ammonia values continued to 
increase during a 2-hro observat.ion a:nd reached 804 mgo/100 ml of bloodo 
The sheep was under light anestb.esiao This indicated hydrolysis of the 
urea in the rumen and the absorption of·large quantities of NH4 +o Whan 
urea was administered to steers as a drench amounts in excess of 100 gm .. 
produced a rapid rise in both urea and NR~l in systemic bloodo Ltaxia 
e,ppeared when NH8 -N of systemic blood reached 2 "5 mg .. fo a:o.d symptoms of 
alkalosis, followed by death, occurred at about 4 mge~o McDonald (10) 
claims that in the systemic blood of the sheep ammonia occurs only in a 
trace if at all whereas venous blood draining the rum.en normally contains 
abou.t 1&5 mg .. % of NB:8 .. It was demonstrated by Mirer and Rubel (8) that 
arterial blood contains practically no N'tl8 whereas venous blood and 
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blood leaving t.h.e brain contain 0.,04~0.,2, and o.,l=Oo:32 m.go% reSJ:H3~tiyalyo 
Winkelnkemper ( 9 ) adminis te:red urea 9 ammoni. um salts and acid salts ·to dogs 
via stomach tube and measured blood levels of ammonia o He reported that 
urea did not increase blood NB8 and produeed no effect on the eentral ner= 
vous systemo Some aeid salts as KH2 P04 and NaR2P04 caused a transient 
rise in blood NH3 o Se:11 ts of' NH4 + ~au.sad eu1 increase 9 NH4 Ca ~a.using two 
peaks 9 in blood ammonia about 40°0 50 minutes apart., The latter peak liffi.S 
thought to be due to the effect of the 01=" Richter and Dawson (11) statl9 
that the normal level of ammonia in rat brain is Oo28 mgofoo Th.is level 
was decreased by prolonged nembutal nar.eosis 9 i:n«::ireased b;;r conditions 
whieh enhance cerebral irri ta. bili ty 9 and was unaf'feeted by emotional exc:i.te= 
ment... They further stated that -when brain E 8 level reached 9 mg.,/ aa a 
result of NH4Cl injection~ conYUlsions ensuedo Bassani and Fel'Tanti (12) 
demonstrated that the :m.ol.,d .. o:f NH4 Cl in the dog is 1!50 :mgojkg., body 
weighto They state tha.t death is caused by exhaustion of the regi;tlatoey 
mechanisms of the bl~od reaction o A~c'W!lul.a tion of NH4 + in the blood is 
a sign of failure to transform. it into ureao Koprowski and Uninski (13) 
observed that the normal blood NB3 level for resting dogs is either ~~ro 
or belov the analytieal levelo Oral administration of' NH4 Cl (Oo5 gm.o,/kg ... ) 
caused a marked inerease in blood NH8 o Highest mean Tc:Llue of l m.gofo wa.~ 
cl)i;:;erved 15 minu:t.es a.f'tar admirdstratio:n retlllming to normal in 90 :mi.n~~ 
ut~so A lag in ur~a formation of 60=90 minutes was noted~ the p~ak in 
urea bei:ng noted after the blood Im3 had returned to normal" Ka!T aJl!.d 
Hendrics (14) stat~ ·that toxicity tlf' rumnonium. salts in dogs dep(;lnd u.pon. 
th1.J rat,e of ir:i.jection1 rather than the tota.l amount injected vhGn thell:le 
~alt;::\: are in;ject,ed into the femoral ve:ino. The salts used were the 1Zeblol"idre1 9 
e:~rbons.t~.~ aeetate~ and biearhonate 9 in conciimtrationa of 2 9 2"".2o5 9 2.,g,5 9 
and 2 .,138% :i."'efipe~ti vely" '!'hfl1Y X'Bport~d toxic ~ympto:ms wit,b rates at2, l,,;,;b:r 
hours at a concer.r1:;icatio11 of 530~56C p .. p .. m.. Thsy 
ini:ne ~ 1::,r in the CO2 combining power ot" t,he plas:ma" T'hsy reporii.,ed a d.:rc,p 
mo,,,% in (:!1 r 
vulsions at blood ammonia levels of 4 and :5 mg"'f,," that 
urease; is iI1j ected the animals die at the same ammonia level" Ting is 
ensuing" 
modifications of. the :spinal cord activlty vihirch were independent. of' c:ir= 
culatory changes~ and Yhicll consisted of a simple activation or an aeti= 
vaticn accompa,rJ.ied by :sy:nch:r·onizati.on of the spir.i.al rhytbmso ThrSly thought 
this ·was possibly due to an increase in the nu:mber of active neurons and 
in their degree of synchronization.. They concluded that NH4 C:1 gvfits~v 
were not of the epileptic ty-peo 
Ba.lbo (22) reported a decrease in the number of erythrocytes and irx 
h,Jmoglobin content appeared to be proportional ·to the degree of 
ammonia poisoning in rabbits which were given 50=80 ,Jco of o.,5if NH4 0H 
by stomach tube.. Cellular ~}lements of "t;he red marrow were destroyed .. 
As a. later effect~ myeloid elements d:iss.ppeared and the :m111iber of lyrnpho= 
eytes increased., 
MacKay tl al u (23 ) reported an acute pulmonary edema following admi:n;;'lJ~= 
tration of' NH4 salts 'to guinea pigs which could be prevented by adrenergic: 
blocking agents., They observed a less marked hmg edema in rabbits.. A. 
' 
central nervous system .depressant (continuous ether anesthesia) also pre= 
vented the edema .. This suggests that adrenergi~ stimuli of reflex or 
direct central stimulation plays a part i:n :tts production., They observed 
that some strains of rats and mi<ce a:;;,e :t:t'.tsi.stant 'to product:'Lon of' puJ.mo,0 • 
or 
part, a result of a.n ion imbalance which Yas remedied by Mg++ adm.inistratioIJt .. 
A search of the literatu..~e o~ the physiological effects of :magnesium re-
vealed a plethora. of publications which were possibly related, one wa:y or 
another to the problemo Only a small representative sampling of these 
publications can be cited here .. 
Several references were found which indicated an antoganism exists 
between NH4+ and Mg~+ under certain pbysiologi~l conditions .. Prawdiezp 
Neminski (24) showed that NH4 0H and NH4Cl increased the periedie movement 
o:t the empty gastro=intestin.al tract and that Mg behaved antagordstieally 
to them.. 'l'ziganov (25) stated that in limited doses Mg++ is antagonistic: 
to the stimulating effect of' NE:4 +,,; In later studies Pravdich-Neminskii 
(26) repor-ied that the toxic dose of NH4 0H for ~ tempo;ar:i.~ (frog) is 
320 ... 40 mg .. fkg .. (as NH3 )o Re claimed tha:t the a.dm.inistrat:ion of N:S:4,+ 
resulted in MgNi4 .P04 crystallization within the tissueso He administa~ed 
MgCl2 solution almost simultaneously with. NH4 0H and obtained as high as 
80~ survival even after a definitely lethal dose of Nl:l4 0He 
Steel (27 9 28) showed that the parenteral administration or MgS04 
in dogs resulted in marked increase in urinary elimination of nitrogen 
as NH2 , urea, ereatinlne and allantoino He also observed an increased 
~lim.ination of MgNH4P04 .. 
In Si'.'iveral physiological phenomena t.h.ere appears to be an antagonism. 
between mag-nesium and calcium i~nsc This particular property of magnes= 
it1.t1 ion ha.a no ftu1damental bearir.tg o:n the effect on amm.o:nitmi ion, hcrwes''.7~!'~ 
-~.Jg:; o'baerva tion of these ef.f eots :f'tlrther. emphasizes the eomplexi tw of' the 
intt'ioo. te lon balances established in various tissues 9 and the import&1.ce 
.::if' the~e in phyeiological processes., Among the more important or the 
:1bser·ved Mg=t,,_"i an:t.ago:nisms i$ tha. t associ:i.a ted with the transm.i.ssion 0£ 
neMous im.p'ldl1ees .. :Bryant §.i ~l." (29) stated that :tt is the Mg/Ca. ratiti 
vhieh is important for the functioning of the eentral and peripheral 
nervous mechanisms. In the paralyzing effect of hypermagnesiall Baumecker 
(30) observed that t.nis magnesium. effect is not due to the deionization 
of calcium but is explained by the replacement of calcium by magnesium 
at the motor end=plateo The antagonism by calcium.9 of the :magnesium 
effect, depends on the replacement of calcium. 9 necessary for the function 
of the end=plate 9 which has been substituted by magnesiumo In connection 
with these observations~ it is interesting to ~o·~e that other anions which 
precipitate calciun1p such as oxalate 9 will augment the effect of magnes= 
imno Ho.ff" ~t al .. (31) studied the eff.ects of \>arious concentrations o:f 
:magnesium on neuromuscular transmission and various reflexes in the eat .. 
They concluded that the greater the frequency of stimulation~ the higher 
is the eo:neentration of magnesium necessary to block trans:missio:o., They 
stated that it is probable th.at magnesium effeets muscular activity by 
blocking neuromuscular transmission rather than by means of its depressant 
action on the central nervous systemo Because of this eha.raeteristie of 
:magnesium there have been wide-spread investigations into the possibilities 
of using magnesium salts as general and local anesthetics 9 and consider= 
able use has been made of magnesium anesthesia in both veterinary and 
medical practiceo 
Related to the foregoing property of magnesium is its use in the 
t:ree:b:m.e:11t of various forms of teta.ny ar1d convulsions o Meltzer and Auer 
(32) claimed ·\ihat intra.sp:i.nal injections of MgS04 vere capable of abolish~, 
i..11g for 24 hours or :more all Cilonic contractions in human tetanus and 
•'J~1'}erit.en 1.,:-.1. te tari·!.'i.>1 in m.onkeys a Howevel~ 9 Dixon i1.lld Rans on { 3 3 ) f oun.d 
that MgS04 had no effect in relieving the tetany in rats injected ~ith 
t,J·ranus toxin.. l'ftl4 Cl. proved to be or some benefit" Greenberg and Aird 
(34) report normal Mg++ and. Ca +-1· levels in sel"Wll. and spi:r..al fluid of 28 
patients with epilepsy.. On the other hand 9 Hh··e.::hfelder and :ffau.'i"'Y (35) 
reported that during epJl.eptie convulsiona 1 plasma Mg++ was lo~ and 
potassium content inc1•easedo They found eontinuou.s oral administration 
of magnesJ.um to be of no benefit9 nor did potassium 11.ililoride aggravate 
the siezures. Alton and Lincoln (36) reeommend~intraspina.1 injections 
or MgS04, and La3zard (37) intravenous injeetions of :MgS04 to abolish 
oonV!tlsions a.sACH:'liated wi·t,h puerperal eela.mpsia.. Millar (38) observed 
tetany in a 6 year· old child associated with osteochondrosis of' l.b.e eapi= 
tal epiphysis or' the femur., Tete.ny developad when plasma magnesium was 
0~6 and lo7 mg.%0 Ora; administration of MgS04 increased plasma magnes= 
inm to 206 mg.,fvith a co:n63omi'tant impro'1·ement i.n nervou.s b.yperirritabi= 
lity .. MeGhee (39) observed that ea.nin®'-'hysteria vas due to defieie:ncy 
of 11'.if~gnesimn in the blood.. Spak ( 40) treated dementia praecox by inj ec-
tions of hypertonic MgS04 solutions (5 gmo of 20% solution) in combine-
tion ·with sco.polaiirl.ne. Magnesium deficiency has also been associated with 
grass staggers and lactation teta.ey in CO\i'So Ha.pldrk (41) ~laimed that 
grass staggers in dairy cows could be overcome by in~reasing the blood 
magnesium through the addition of dolomite to the .feedc Cunningham (42) 
stated tba t animals ef:f'eieted by grass staggers have low magnesium content 
in their blood and respond to treatment with magnesimno Aston (43) found 
·;_il;,,_~ blood of c1..;r1...r;a su.tfering f'rom gra~s staggers to be :markedly deficient 
:L:n magnes:h.an and showed tha.t the :magnesium eontent of the diel't was r<a= 
I 
Blood magnesium was raised to abr.:nm 
be :r,3.isad to maturity on whole milk rati.ons be~ause they develop tetal.ly 
blood Ca to Mg re tio was 8 zl to 10 :il in calves sho-wing tetany., ·Blood 
calcium was normal bu.t blood :magnesium was low.. Lactation tetarxy in cows 
has been attributed to low blood magnesium by m.aekm.ore and Stewart (45) 
and to lo~ calcium and magnesium by Nicholson and Shearer (46)o Green 
!,isY:,o {47) state that hypomagnesia and hypocalcia are characteristic of 
equine transit teta.nyo 
Greenb~rg and Tufts (48) describe the nature of magnesium teta.eyo 
They conclude that t.he lesion associated with hyperirritability is local-
ized in the micl.br-G1.i:c. or ponfls as they noted an increased sensitivity to · 
the corivulsant a.et.ion pic:rotoxln and the proteoti ve action of subanest.b.etit;; 
doses of sodium amytal aga.inst oouvltl.sion.s o They observed a difference 
in calcium tetany and magnesium tetany" Cw.rare does not; preveint th® onllllet 
of oonvulsi,re siezures in the latter typeo Of part,i1r.nilar intere~t was a 
paper by Caldwell and Hughe~ (49) who supported the hypothesis that nerve 
tissue ia an emulsion=like organization of lipin and non-lipin components 
vhich re~pond to the relative con~entrations of mono= and divalent ions 
in a mam.i.er similar to the response of wa. ter and oU. emulsio~s l!'!.. vitro .. 
They think sodiUill 9 pota.ssium.9 calcium and magnesium are most likely to 
be involvedo They call attention to the fact that potassium and magnes= 
ium are present in relatively large amounts in the ·tissues whereas soclium 
a;r:1.5. c:alcium a:t"s more abundant in- extraeellw.ar fluids o These observa:tions 
euppcJ:<t the hj,']'1t11thesis of tb.e auti.\or -wi·th regai'd to an interrelationship 
ot NH'.4 + and Mg++, as it is well knc;\,,"'!l t,ha t NH4 + is very similar in ma.ey 
propertie~ to K+P eago 9 _they form isomorphous ~rystals 9 the ions bohli 
hi;i.'/~ a sir,gla positi"?'t~ cl.l.arge, they are usually ~olw.ted to abot,t the s:/ll'Jle 
rio:,gr~e :, th.;i:r cempouiads have similar solnbili ties s, and the ions have almost, 
id01J.tical. physical dim~nsions.. !'t is l"easonable to assume some si:milari t,y 
:i.n ph.ystc-1 og:Lt,.s.1 ~·:tf't,crt to these si:clla.r :ti:)ns., Hi..r~tihi'eldeit> ( 50) held 
~siipilar viewse He noted tJ1at the a.nas-thesia produr:ed by injections of 
magnesium salts i:nto :rabbits ean be instantly relieved by injections of 
univalent ionso He gives the order of effeetiveness 9 however~ as Kj Rb~ 
Cs, Na, Li, NH4 .. He suggests the theory of a bal.anee of emulsions in 
the surface layer of the cells o Smi·th ( 51) n.oted a similarity in para= 
lytie symptoms indueed by high magnesium and low potassium blood levels 
in dogs and investigated the possibilit1 of a relationshipG She found 
that the increase in magn.esium level o:f serum .:following parenteral 
injections of MgS04 was aecompani8d by a fall in serum potassium .. 
III ... ,,Ip.e ~:nteracti9..a in vivo of ab!s1S!. ~ 'With "blmO:tli~ ~ .. 
In our studies of detoxiea:nts for 'ammonia 9 exper.lme:nts were perfor-~ 
med using citrate and acetate saltso It was noted that there appeared 
to be a sl;:lght difference in the toxicity of ammonia when administered 
in these two forms.. It was decided to in.vestiga.te various anions 9 part,i~~ 
cularly those known to be involved in ammonia metabolism 9 ioeo several 
O:·~keto acids ani.o:ns 9 as possible antidot,s:s for ammonia poiso:ningo A 
review of the literature uncovered many publications related to tbe pro-
ble.me A fe1..J will be cited "to establish a theoretical background for the 
results of th.e investigations herein described o 
Rose and coworkers ( 52) demonstrated that ra·!:;s which were supplied 
wj t~1 the 10 er;;sential amino acids in their di,3t showed ac:celera ted growth 
when a.:m."'!lor.d:cm1 salts~ L~glut8.l'llic acid, glycine~ or urea 'lil'aS added ·i;o the 
o Both gro,tth t'3sts and nitrogen ·balance studies on these animals 
demor.wtratsd that a1:umon:'JJ.ID1 salts can be utilized ·by the rat under the 
,tcmcU .. t:tons used" Lardy and Feldott (53) a.lso demonstrated tha.t young 
g:;:ow:l.ng :ca:hs i:.,ould continue to grow when fed the ,5\ssentia.1 amino acids 
if.' amm,)r.d.um i;;al ts wer-e f'ed.,, ..&:1im10:n.iura citrate app8al"t,:;d to effecd:; bette;r,, 
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grovth tha.n a. sr;.ppltt.not~nt of nonessential amin.o ac:ids on an arginin.e=free · 
diet 9 an.d was equally well 11tilized by rats receiving all the essential 
amino acidso 1'he classical experiments of Sclloenheimer9 s group (54) 
eo·ald be ;;;:L tad 9 al.so 9 as direct evidence 'tha t ammonia is u:ltllized by 
monogastrie species o They administered N15H3 as ammonium ei·tra te and 
demonstra t,ed the isotope in mme1•ous amino acids 9 erea tine, and other eom= 
pounds., Kre:bs:1> Eggleston and Hems f '51) demonstrated the syn.thesis of 
(t=-keto=glutarate, or citra.t€)o This syn.th.eds proceeded aero'bieally but 
m.or·e rapidly under anaerobic conditions" Sprinson and Ri.ttenberg ( 55, 56) 
have ,:;xto:nded similar findings to humans and by use of labeled ammonium 
citrate aud glycine have been able to measure t..~e actual rRte of protein 
synthet~is.. Wiss (57) likewise observed the synthesis of alanine from 
pyru:vic aci.d and !1H8 by liver slices o Kri tmrian ( 58) stated that the syn= 
thesis of ami:rw acids in surviving liver slices probably involves the 
following stepsz (l} formation of oxalacetate from CO2 and pyruvatet 
(2) formation of aspartic acid (or glutamie acid) from oxal.acetate ( or 
~=kertoglutaric) acid 9 ammonia 9 and an un.identified donor 9 and (3) forma= 
tion of ala.nine by transamination between pyruvate and aspartic (or 
ghrtamie) a.cdd" Kri tzman and Melik=Sarkisyan ( S 9) give additional evi = 
d,".\'.;"'r::te for, the ln.di:reH)t synthesis of' alanine (involving a diearboxylie 
. «) liC1d through the st,udy of amino acid formation by 11 ver and kidney slices 
pE 7 04 9 yialds largely a.spartie acid w:i th a. small amount of alanine" The 
:;u:m~ produc·t.s W"er® f ci!"Illed from. p:7ruvie; acids NH3 ri and CO2 9 wi tb. the 1:1ame 
speed 8,f f;r;om oxal1;v~:eti0 a~id.. The2, fo:t1!laticn of a.mine eompcn:mds :t1~om. 
tion of t{=ketogluta::t"ate resulted in the accmmula tion of aspartiCl a.ciid 
and not glutamic acidc 
These few ref'erenees~ thou.gh by no means complete~ will serve to jus= 
tif'y our findings that, certain ani.ous have a beneficiial effect in lessen= 
ing the t.oxiei ty of ammonia. o The1:"e is ample proof that ammonia is used 
by lltn::hnals in -the synthesis of amino acids and otber compounds,, It is 
not. unreaso:nable -to assume that supplyi.ng the precursors for these syn= 
°" 
E1'11ERIMENTAL 
PreP{tl:'a t.!:.lQ.ll Qi. §,olut:ion~ Ql .A.Jnrnon;!Jil'fil. Salts 
In all cases except ammon:turn acetate, thf, solutions were made by add·· 
:1t1g the pu.rif:i.E1d acd.d to a NII40H solut,i.on~ w.hich. ·was sH.ghtly more ::;once:.n.·0• 
tra ted 1:o. NH4 + than re,:rlliredv untll a pH of' '7 .,4 was a·ttained o The rrn4 of 
ooneent,ra tio:n was then IDE~asured Eli the:r by neissle:dza. tion or by a semi= 
l1'lic:ro Kj eldajl proc1:::d:tn:<e ( wi tho·11t pr,~1.iminary digest,io11)., ( The fo:rm.er 
method was found to b;;~ less accu:rato as t:lffVE,ral dilu'bion.s wer'e required 
a:t1d there was some e,ridence of' anii:m irrter.f ;si:remce in certain cases.) The 
solu:!:,:1on wa.s then diluted to the de,sired conce;nt;ration and the NH4 + eon= 
t,ent re=ohecked. In the ease of the armnoniu:m acetate the ery~ita].J.in.e 
salt was weJ .. ghi'.Jld tt::.Jlt directly~ diluted to voltm1e arid the pH adjusted to 
? • 4 with acetic acid" T.ae concen:tra tio:n was checked by a:nalysis for 
NH4 +o 
Animals 
The animals tJJ.sed were rats of both sexe,'3 of the Sprague=Dawley strain 
from the local colo:rzy" They we:r.0 e: all fed the stock ration used for the 
>J1ony ad JJb'ii:;uJ.n., Extremes in size and age were avoided~ 'che average 
t1:,;:.:..ghi; of 't;he, animals used beh1g about 200 gmo Only a:n:i.mals in sou11d 
GX'aat,1um:d; at randoi::n,, Th12~y werE) walghed to the neares,t 10 g:r'ams and "th$ 
t;s were administt"Jred intxaperitioneally on a we:tght basts., 
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MaeVicar ( 60) found tJ1a t 
the simul t.aneous adlnini.i:itration of' glutamic acid and a:mmo:nium ion resulted 
:in an incr~:;ase in glut;amlrH:B conti(erJt, of the tis.sues in rats o It was deemed 
as a detoxican::i; for a.JlI01oxlia ln ·the I'8.t,, Am.."!llo11ium. citrat;e was chosen as 
the f or.m :tn ~,iJ:1.1.c,h ·the ,11nmonhtm ion for t.Jw control group wo":.1ld be ac.i.11in= 
:l.stered.. Solu:h1orw of a.:mmoniur;1 c:l trate and anunoniurn ghrtama te ·were pre,,= 
level of the mn .. 1Uon:1:nm :fon administered as the ci tra.te wa1:i ,2ista.hlished · 
and tb.,in t.J::di3 was compared to a:m.mon.1xa.n 
.A.mtn.o:nium. ei and gl utamo:te \,,rerei in.j eeted at, three 
'rabL:'l 1 
Result,s of Intraperi tonE11al Injections 
of Amm.oniuID Ci tra.te and Ammonium 
Glutamate in Bats 
~ 1009 150 
--·-------------------......... ,a-·---------·----·-----Salt Noo of No~ Percemt 
Adminls tered ___ _mg__o -'NH=· ... a.,.._l ..k""i,=· l... o ....... _,......-....=---....s.. .............. --........... Ar,d.mals Survived Mort~lity 
NH4 citrate 100 3 3 0 
NR,1 glut;am-::i.t(1 1.00 3 rs 0 
tin.4 c:t tt"ate 150 25 21 16 
NH4 gI trta1na te; 150 26 11 !58 
N" 
.,U.:1. ,:ri tra 200 10 2 80 
NH~ gl\:ttamate 200 10 0 100 
the breath eame in short gasps becoming l@ss f:requ.ent'ti a.s the symptoms 
progressed o The anim.als show'ed a marked hyperirr:i tiabili ty 8 any sha.rp 
sound or exterrial stimulus provoking c011."\mJ.siv1c~ muscular response.. Fre= 
quentl;r the animals expired :i.n a state of violent teta:o.y which lasted for 
several seconds~ death usually occurring within 45 minutes after a.dmin= 
ist.rat,ion of t.he salt 9 and frequently as soon as 10 m:lnutes at the higher 
levels, A.ntmals survivln.g for an hom:~ almost without exception~ r,ecov~· 
ered.. Recovery SE!lemed t,o be complete ;judgi:r1g from apptiarance of tJ1e ani= 
:rrial~ however~ animals almost always STiccrmnbed to a second injection even 
a.fter an interval of a week or YllOl"'e, suggesting t,issue damages o , Tb.s con~~ 
vulslve a:nd tetanic symptoms appt:lared to be less severe in those animals 
:r:eceiving ammonium glutamat(io 
It will be observed from Table I that the mortality rate was co:o.sid.= 
erab1y h.igher 8ll1ong those animals receiving the glutamate salt than th.ei 
citrateo The values given for the 150 mg .. /kilo level are a composite of 
three trialso In each case the mortality was higher in the group receiv= 
ing glutamateo 
Some of the tissues were removed from the animals used in the third 
trial at tho 150 mg .. /kilo li:nrelo T'nese were a.s.sayed for glutami:ne int.he 
)l1a:nni!:\r described ixi .Part L The results of this analys,is are shown i:n 
It is evident t.,ha t there is no increase in the glut,amJ.:iie level of 
" Thee~ flndings do not agree "With the data of' T:!.ge:r'I!lan and 
Tim:iue Glu.tamine Levt~ls in Ra ts Fo'llcrt,ri.ng 
Intrape1:·i.t.;011eal Injections of At"!IDJ.onium 
Ci tra tEi and .Ammonium Glut.ama:,te 
Ci tra tiei Gl u:tam.a te 
Tissues Glutruni:ue (mg" fo)* 
L:iv,-2:r 
K:ldn~,y 
N-i..rmber of animals 
67 
76 
'7' 
65 
!5 •r 
9 
*Rezul:tt; obtained by dhrt.i11at<J.on and nesslerization 
Ia v-iew of these results it was thought that possibly giving gluta~ 
ills. T.'f; :1.n advanefi to the administration of a:mmoni.\un citrate might give 
dii'fenmt, rr1sul ts~ as th® gluta:ma te would alrE·ady be t.ransloca t.ed to the 
Si. of aet;hri ty a:ri.d possibly the mode of comblx'lla tio:n of glutamate w:tth 
ammonia to f'orm glutami:ne would already be in operationo A solution of 
sodium glutamate was prepared by neutralizing L=glu:tamic acid with NaOH 
to a pH of 7 ~4 9 and contained 17 06 milli=equivalen.ts of glutamate/kilo 
body WE:Jighta This is 1 1/2 times the stoichiometric level of NH8 at the 
200 mg o/ld.lo level.. Th:Ls :i.njecrtion to 16 aniIDals was follo"Wed in 30 min= 
u.tes by an .:t:ojection of aIDmonium citrate at the 200 mgo/kilo level. An 
as a. .co:nt,r,ol group.. The r8suJ. ts of" this trial are shown in Table IIL 
It will be not,ed that, th12 :mortali.t;,y rat,11, for th® controls "Was 67'7,, 
Table III 
Resul·ts of Preinject:fon of Glutamate 
Solution. Upoii the Toxiclty of Ammo:o.:hrrn Ion 
Administered as A:rnmon.:1:um Ci t.ra t,e by 
Intraper:itoneal Injection. 
Group IP Preinj ec·ted 
w:lt,h Na Glutamata 
Group II 
Control 
Number of rat;s 
Number.of survivors 
Percen.t mortality 
Avg.. t:~lme of su.rvi val ~ (min .. ) 
16 
0 
100 
23o3 
12 
,4 
67 
31 .. 3 
64 
Cu the contrary~ the evi1ence strongly su~gest.s that the toxicity is actu-
ally ecl1anced by the addit.ion of glutamate.. It, may be~ that glutamate is 
metabolized with re19at~e of a.mi:no groups which add to the NH4 + administered 
parente:ra11y~ to a greater extent, 'than it is combined wi:th ammonia to f'om 
glutami.ne.. In any E~vent~ the enridence at hand does not support the use 
of glutamate as an antidote for ammoni.a poisoningo 
The Effect .Qi. Sodium .Q.ll. .Ammonium Toxiei t-~ 
It came to our a·M;entio:n.~ about this time~ t.hat a deficiency of plasma 
calc:i.Ul'.ll could cause tetanie conditions similar to those observed result= 
ing from administrat,io:n of almll.o:t:du:m iono As citrate was being used as 
co.:.plex w-1.th calcium ion :i.!. the blood rendeiring is ineffective in. its 
physiological roles 9 .it seemed advi~ablB t;o change to another anion to 
avo:!d ti,;.e possible implication of the citrate in these studies .. A~etate 
hss chos,3n ar:i an axd.o:n because it; ls easily mE;tabolized and a search of 
t-,he 1:l;t"'!ra tare renrealed rw know. i.mpli.ca tion 'fATi t.ri a.ey of the cations 
t}1-'.'l'G ·wauJ.d :'L:nterfsr'~ w:i+.h ou.r results" It thus beca,:ne :necessary to 
est.!i.blish the t.oxle: level of ammonium ion wen a.dm.ln.istered as acetate. 
Tat,1.r3 IV shows composite results of a nu.mber of trials at different 
levels of coY:1cen+.ratio:n.. From i.t a fair pi,eture of the toxicity of a.mm-
oni um ace !;a:te is obtained o 
TablE1 IV 
Toxicity Level of Amrnon:tm.n Acetate in the Rat 
--~·------N.H4+ level 
Il}g_ ~ .~~~.),_q_ _ -
100 
132 
150 
200 
Noo of 
, .. J~ri.1mals 
2 
10 
131 
5 
Mortality 
0 
90 
5 
Per~ent Noo of Trials 
_Jlortali~ Included 
0 1 
50 l 
69 11 
100 1 
By comparisor1 with Table I it will be noted that ammonimn acetate was 
more toxic than ammonium citrat,eo It selemed to ha:ve; about the same level 
of: t,oxic:i ty as a.mmonium glutama tf.\l., 
.Ami.-noniu:m ion is known to have a powerful hemoly,-ti.c, action.. It is 
supposed that it enters the erythrocyte producing a marked hypertension 
which results i.:n rupture of the stroma with liberation of the hemoglobi:o.c 
One v1ould expe,et this because of the close similari. ty of ammonium ion to 
pot,assium ion in physical properties 9 a:uc1 po"1:,assitm1 io11 :is considerably 
::<0 :te ccnc@a:t;:r·a.tt,d in the cells than in the plasma" This suggest~d that 
the €,,f.:'e,r:·!;s o.f am:monlum io11;. might be engendered by its heme= 
H .. shed by .inj,Jcting sodium ions which would largely r(!lmain the plasma. ~ 
p:!:oducing a tension -which would o.f'fset that e;:r·eated withir.i. th,:l cell by 
whlth a:mmo:riiu.m ion was ~dn:d.:oiater,ed at. th.@ level of 150 mg .. /kilo and 
'E.'lis is rou.ghly 
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the rel.a t:i.ve ionic st;r,engt,h of potassium t,o sodi:um in the plasma.. The 
results of this experiment are shown in Table Vo The composite value pre-
viou.sly listed. in Table IV, for t,he mort.ali.ty of anun.onlum acetate injected 
animals is used a.s a comparison, though a control group consisting of 10 
animahl :i.11jec"ted at the same time had a so;! surv:i:val., 
NH4 + Level 
' ma,;. zkilo . 
150 
150 
Table V 
Eff'ec·t of Sodium or.:. A11nno11ia Toxicity 
Na+ Level 
mgo/11.:.ilo 
200 
No. of 
Animals 
131 
15 
Mortallt,y Percent 
Mortality 
90 69 
12 80 
No. · of Trials 
Included 
11 
1 
It is readily seen from these data. that sod.iu:m. ion, under the c:ond.i·tions 
adra.inis·tered P offe:i:"ed no protect:t.on a.g~:inst, the, toxi.cit;y of a:rmnonium ion .. 
T.b.e data stro:ngly su.ggest that mortalit;y was 1.ncreased somewhat by a&nin~ 
istration of Na+o 
Effect Qf. D:i:valent Ions .Q!1 A:mraorda Tox:icitz. 
As socli·(Lrn ion appeared to have a detrlme:ntal effect upon the toxic 
aot.:i.o:a of amn1oniUt11 lon it was d,s0ided that this action might be because 
1:oth a:2e un:l:valent ions.. It i.s well knoliffi that many divalent ions will 
:t<"•'rtr>;::," th,3 p:13.se on En o:Ll=ir.1. wa.1,e::.~ emulsi.o:o... Cytologists have postu-
12 ted the possibility of' lipi-n and non= l:i.pi.n phasei:l play an impo:t-tant 
role in t.he physlc1og:1.~al pro0esses of cells.. It .i.s supposed th.at t,he 
ba1a.:oce 1>eliween mono= an.1 di=valent ions is impor·t;a:n:b in maintaining de~, 
sirrc1.c; Jell perrnt:iabll:t ties ':l.:Cd :m.1.tilerous :pat,holog::'l..cal condl tions have been . 
ar;c:•j.'bcd to 1 . rn_proper balance of these ions (49, 50~ 51) o Because of' the 
i3im::i.1a:r-::.·;;.:.7 :Lu sy:m.pto:ms of a:m:monia toxi.clt,y and "grass ste.ggers", and ae; 
6'1 
t :malady is 
Ca++ or' Mg++, it wa,3 tJ1ought that, the t;oxic: ef'f ects of a11rmoni.um 
:ion might. in :part be du.e to an iori. 1mbala.n.c:e o:f'.' the mono~· and. dl-~valent 
t,ype., Gonssquently :lt was cons:tdored expedient to d6tsrmine the effect, 
SoluUont3 were n111de cori-t.a.i:rdng arrn:no:rt111l11 i.on a·b the level of 150 mo., I 
- OJ 
k:5..lo a:nC. -calc:i:ut1 :.11?.d n1agn.es:tum :i.or1~s at yaryir1g levels~ all ~.a ac'.,eta't~:; t' 
'fable VI tl1El re:sul ts of 
Tabl,s VI 
~-·-----·--""""""' _ ... -·;Mo·--------------
I'lfI4+ Level 11.ddi tional Noc of Mort.all Per"c,2td, No o Of Tr:ia.ls 
L:(J:£ •• /'f·U.o Ions~ :mg.., lk:llo Jln:hna.la 
150 none 
150 Ca++~ 6 
150 II 4-8 ~ 
150 Mg++~ 4(18 
150 IV 9c6 ~ 
1.50 VI l9o2 
' 1 !:iO 119 3EL,4 l> 
(Ca ++ 11 4" a) 150 _,Ut (Mg++~ .. a 2) .1; I) :.J 
It 
( 
131 90 
19 11 
0 ~ 
" 
Hi 8 
15 6 
p·i 
.).L. 30 
::n. "' ,::) 
13 6 
Morta1:l.-t~ Includ,f1d 
69 
58 
56 
57 
40 
37 
14 
46 
11 
2 
l 
1 
1 
6 
2 
1 
wh811 calciu1n im.1 
mt.)I';!e prs10:no11nc;;ed 
T'tJ.e combina 
alo11e0 
T\T) e Glv,;r:;3,:mat.2, 
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ac1:r!;a te appeared t:,o act; about ·the same wher"3aG c:1:t:l'."a:te appeared somewhat 
~ - . . 
lee.s toxic o As amn101.1to. i..s k11om1 to be ut:il.ized by -the ra.t in the syn.th~sis 
of amino acids ( 52 ·f;hrough 59) it, seemed logical to assume that the pre-
eu.rsors of am.b.o acid.s m:i.ght have a benefi.c:1.al effect; upon an animal suf= 
f'er.ing fr.om a1r1.mo:nia tox:i.cosis o Thr,9e at-ke·to ·acids known. to be read.Hy 
eomrerted to am.i.:no acids by reductive am:tnati.on, viz., pyruvic, oxalaaetio 
and. ~keto g1.,xf;ar1.c a.c:ids ~ were compared. w:'J.U. 8.©etic and ci trio at two 
le,rels., The procedure employed he:ce was t:he same as described previously, 
i.e .. , t,he am.m.on:lum ion and the respective anio:ns were adm:inistered simul= 
taneously as t.he aJD111oniu.m salt of the acid.o T.b.e ri-)sults of these experi-
men ts are shown i.n TablE':i VII z 
Table VII 
Effect of Anion on Ammoniu.m Ion Toxicity 
~--- ....... _ 
NH4 + Level Anion Additional Noo of 
Mg./ldlo ion 2 M;,;o l:k:ilo Animals 
132 Acetate ~---'Po 20 
132 Pyrmro.te 20 
132 Citrate 20 
1.32 Acetate Mg++, 38o4 20 
(as Mg. acetate) 
1.50 Acetat;e 131 
150 PiJruva·be 18 
150 Oxala~ 
cetat,e 18 
:.50 Q~,J:e·tc.g:, 
glut.ar-a'te=·~~ 8 
150 Acet.ate Mg++ 9 38.,4 10 
(as, Mg .. py-ruva te) 
Mortality Percent Noo of 
Mortality Trials 
10 50 2 
l 5 2 
9 45 2 
4 20 2 
90 69 11 
9 50 2 
6 33 2 
1 13 1 
2 20 1 
On the basis of these data it appears that the «·~keto acids offer · 
a ;::°3'.' sn.re of protection aga.im,it ammon.ia poisoning.. At both levels the 
toxJ.ci ty cf a:rr111onforn ion ls less \ifhen administered as the salt of ari 
ct"keto a.ci.d as ·when g:l ven as t.he acet.a te" Here aga:i.:n mag:nes:i.um ion, 'When 
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ad.mints tared simultaneously 1,1i t..b. arrunon:i.um ion. 9 is beneficj_al.. Ma.gnesi mn 
pyruvate appeared to be more ben.eficial than magnesium acetate on the 
- - . 
basis of one trial .. The percent mortality was tb.e same with the level 
of ammonium ion being higher when the magnesium pyrmra.te was administered .. 
These rooults should not be considered as conclu.sive; 9 however, as a 
relatively few animals were involved and considerable difference was 
noted in the rer:ponse of the animals .. 
DISCUSSION 
Ex:perime:a:ts conduc.ited in this laboratory strongly support the hypo-
thesis that the toxic effects of a.mmoniu.m ion to animals, at least in part, 
lies in a disturbance of the ionic balance of the mineral constituents in 
various tissue:::i o A. m:miber of obsorva.tions poi:nt to this conclusion,, most 
obvious of which arez 
First~ there i.s a striking simllarity of the symptoms of ammonia 
toxicosis to thos1:; at.trihuted to a deficiency of such bivalent ions as 
:rnagnes1um s.nd. ealc:'1,w:., Assuming th1d, certain physiological processes and 
eondi tions ~ sueh as membrane per:meabili t;y ~ condm::,tio11 of nerve impulses~ 
irri.tabHi.ty of muscle fibers~ ete., ~ are dep(mdent upon the main'tainancra, 
of cer't,ain lipi:n~·nonlipin phases~ it is understanda.ble how an excess of 
a univalent ion could disrupt these processeso It is well known that 
in in, vitro systems a slight change in the ratio of univalent to bi.valen.t 
ions will result in a reversal o.f phase ln oil=:in=wat~3r and wa ter=in=oil 
emulsions.. In t'hese systems a deficiency of a bi °';ralent ion causes the 
same phase reversal as an excess of a unhralent iono 
Second~ the addition of sodium ion app,9ared to enhance the ·toxic 
,)ff ect,fs of a:m.m.ordum ion.. In light of i.~he abOVf3 s the addi t:ton of sodiurn 
1on wou~td fU.J."ther shift the :i.mbalance away fro:m the normal" 
Th::trd~ the addition of calciv.m ion or magnes::1..nm ion caused a def::b1ite 
c:'lec:reas,c,, ir, tht?- tox:l city of &"'QID.oniu.ro ion., Mag11e:si.um :1on was more effective 
tb_2,n calcii.uu ion, 'I'.his would be, expected. ou the assumption that ammon:b:o:n 
io11 is more llke pot,asshrm. ion than sodiu:m ion in :l-ts physiological effects,. 
a;,; pot1:.lSSJ .. um ion an::.1 :magnes:tu:m .ion ar(, found in. t...11.e cell in rr1lative,ly 
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greater concentrat:tons than in the extracellular flu:tds. This would 
indicate, if ammoriium ion enters the cell readily li as is certainly the 
case with the er-Jt.'hrocyte, t,b.e magnesium ion, being co11centra ted within 
the cell would be at the site of action of the ammonium ion. 
It is likely that ammonium toxicity is multiple in its effect as off-
setting the imbalance in ions by administration of magnesium salts resulted 
"" 
only in a partial remission of the syn1ptoms., 
It is well known that the body has mechanisms by which it can dis-
pose of ammonia. Acy-thing which can be done to speed up the rate of the 
mechanisms would aid materially in o·vercoming ammonia poisoning. Evidence 
is presented here to show that administration of the anions of certain 
~keto aclds aid in reducing the toxic effects of ammonium. ion. It is 
supposed that an increase in the concen·tra tion of these anions materially 
increases the rate of utilization of the ammonium ion for the synt.hesis 
o:t a.mino acids by mechanisms already well es·tabli.shed. 
There is an indication that the simultaneous administration of 
m.agnesi.um ion and such ct-keto a.eid anions as pyrova te results in an add-
itive effect .. Magnesium pyruvate would lend itself well to intravenous 
administration .. It might prove to be an effective antidote against ammonia 
poisoning in large animals. Further studies along these lines seem f'ully 
The studies in this laboratory with rats as the experimental animal 
U(:> not su.pport t.Jie findings of Sapirstein (1) that glutamate is an effe.:it-
i ve arrt5.dot,e for ammonia i..'l'). the rabbit. This may be due to a specif:ls: 
diff'erence .. No obvlous reason is lmovn .for the failure to cbserve an 
1.ncrel'l.se :i.n -tissue glut.amine -when ammonium ion an.d glutamate wert\:l admh= 
if3tered s.imultaneously, as was shown by Tigerman and MaeVicar .. 
SUMMARY 
Glutamate :i.on, when administered s.:unuJ.taneously with or immediately 
" . --·· 
preceding the inj ecrM.on . of ammonium ion II o.f"f ers no pr.otec~ion a.gainst . the 
toxic effects of ammonium ion in the rat. The sim:ultaneous int."t"aperitoneal 
administration of' amm.on:1:um ion and glu.tama:te ion did not result in an 
increase in glutam.i.ne cm,.tent of liver and kidney :ln the rat .. 
Sodium ion was ineffective in lessening the toxicity· of ammonium ion1 
and, in fact, appeared to enhance the toxic effects. This may be due to 
the fad; tha. t both are :monovalent ions and therefore increasing Na+ in 
the body fluids aggra.1ra.tes an al.ready existing imbalance between m.on.o-
and divalent ionso 
Calcium and magnesitun ions gave some protection against ammonium 
toxicity in the rat. Mignesimn ion vas more effective than caleimn ion. 
This supports the theory that the toxicity of ammonium ion is at least 
in part due to an imbalance between mono- and divaleBt ionso 
Certain a.nions 11 partieuJ.arly those which are precursors of amino 
acids throu.gh amination 9 viz .. , pyruva.te, oxalacetate and a-keto glutarati:, 
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